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Abstract
Two major problems are encountered in planniIig and operating a mixed-model
production line: line balancing and sequencing of products into the line. Line Balancing
involves allocation of work elements to workstations on the line in such a way that all
stations have an equal amount of work to perform. This would result in smoother
production and reduced workstation idle time. Once the line balance is done, an adequate
model sequence must be determined. The ideal sequence of products into the line is such
that the idle time resulting from an imperfect balance will not increase. Part of this thesis
was a review of the previous work done in mixed-model assembly lines. Up to now, it
seems that heuristi<;. methods to solve the line balancing and sequencing for mixed-model
lines are still the best option. Even small problems result in such a great number of
constraints that it is not practical (sometimes even impossible) to solve them through the
use of optimum algorithms. Also, several factors contribute to render the solutions
obtained by optimum algorithms less than the actual optimum. Such factors include the
variability in work element times. Heuristic methods for the line balancing of single-
model assembly lines can be extended to mixed-model lines through a slight adaptation.
One of these methods, the Largest Set Rule, is extended in this research in order to deal
with the mixed-model line case. Extensions to deal with work element time variability
are"also suggested. '. .
A heuristic method for the sequencing problem is proposed. This method, given
the)ine balancing solution, attempts to have each workstation occupied an amount of time
1
that is the closest possible to the station ave~ge time. The method proved to yield very
acceptable results, and because of its simplicity and easy i,mplementation in a computer,
~ ,
appears to be a good option for solving the sequencing problem. This'thesis focused on
assembly (production) lines of the moving conveyor, products fIxed type. For the
sequence determined through the proposed method, there will be an optimal line length
(and workstation lengths) such that the line will be free of ~ertain inefficiencies such as
work congestion and work defIciency. The proposed method produces fairly good results
for lines in which the station length is not imposed, or if this is not the case, if the
imposed limits are not too different from the optimal station limits.
A comparison study with several other methods (Time Spread and Kilbridge and
Wester methods) revealed that the proposed method performed repeatedly better. The
comparison study also indicated that a bowl allocation of workloads (heavier loads at
stations in either end and lighter in the middle) seems to improve the throughput slightly
in relation to balanced lines. When possible a line composed of open stations (the
operator is free to cross the station boundaries) should be used. This results in shorter
lines and smaller throughput times. Concurrent work (two adjacent operators working on
the same unit) al~o tends to reduce throughput time. For open stations the best launching
interval appears to be variable launching rate, and for closed stations ftxed launching rate
is best.
2
·1. Introduction
1.1. Brief Historical Perspective of Assembly Lines.
The process of bringing together two or more component parts in order to form
a new entity is known as assembly. In an assembly process parts are successively added
to an assembly (or sub-assembly) until the fInished product is completed. A product
being assembled is often designated -as a job. Every product manufactured that is
composed of more than one component will require assembly operations. The assembly
operation can be completely automated (e.g. packet of matches), or if the product is
small with few components or if the required quantities of product are very small the
total of assembly operations is likely to be executed at individual workstations. The same
happens for large products such as aircrafts, ships, etc., where the product is fIxed in a
location and workers will move from product to product performing the work that has
to be done (Dar-El 1986). The most common assembly line is the flow-line where the
product to be assembled moves successively from one workstation to the next down the
line, having work being done in each workstation.
Henry Ford was the principal contributor to the. assembly process for large
quantities of products (mass production). The Ford model T automobile was the fIrst
I..
product to be mass produced. Ford re~ed that if the assembly proces~, which had
tfaditionallybee~ perfo~~d by individual operators, was broken into individual tasks,
distributed over separate operators working at assembly stations spaced along the line,
3
the total assembly time could be reduced and the quality of the product would increase.
c
By dividing the work among several operators, each operator would work on a set of
tasks of limited content, rather than having to perform all tasks. Mer a learning period,
the operator would become specialized in the specific set- of tasks, and better work
quality and an increase in the speed of work would result.
Ford applied certain operating principles to his production lines that resulted in
a great improvement in efficiency of the work and gave birth to flow-line technology.
Placing tools and workers in the sequence of operations so that each part had to travel
the least distance, using a material handling system that took the parts from one
workstation to the next in the sequence, and launching the parts into the line at spaced
intervals resulted in increased production rate, improvement in quality, and reduction in
production cost.
The first assembly line that used these principles was the assembly of a flywheel
magneto, at the HigWand Park Plant, in 1913 (Boothroyd et al. 1982). The improvements --
obtained in the production of the flywheel magneto persuaded Ford to include this type
of assembly process in the production of the Ford Model T automobile. It was not
practical to have the assembly process and the production process together in the same
line, and a separate line, specially dedicated to the assembly of the automobiles, was
created. These principles of assembly have been carried over until today.
Today, as in Ford's time, the objective in assembly is to achieve high quality and
low production cost. In many industries, there have been attempts to replace human
4
operators by automatic assembly processes. Human operators are kept for the tasks
which are impractical or uneconomical to automate. However, it is realized that the
automation of assembly processes results in less flexibility in"the production system, due
to the fact that the automated equipment is usually special purpose, very expensive, and
may need relatively long setup times (Dar-El1986), whereas human operators are more
flexible. A worker can easily change the nature of work he has been doing. After a
period of learning, the operator is prepared to perform the operations efficiently. A
machine does not have the built-in flexibility that allows frequent production changes.
Table 1.1 shows that in 1967 in the United States, the percentage of the total
labor force involved in the assembly process varies from 20 % to 60 %. The assembly
costs are often more than 50% of the total manufacturing costs. Since 1967, many
assembly operations have been automated or partially automated, so these labor
percentages are probably somewhat lower today in most industries.
These numbers reveal that the assembly line is a very important aspect of
manufacturing. In today's world, where the competition is severe, if competitiveness is
to be maintained, it will be necessary to have efficient assembly lines. An efficient
assembly line is likely to result in savings in the assembly costs, thus allowing these
savings to be used for other purposes.
During the line design process, the designer should try to provide the, line with
enough flexibility to cope with possible future changes at a minimalcosL When dealing
with a new product it is very common that changes in product design,- manufacturing
.. -... ..~... .
processes, tooling, fixtures, and work methods may be necessary. If the line'is not
)
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designed with the appropriate flexibility, the process of changing the line to adapt to new
situations may be very time consuming and costly.
. Table 1.1: Percentage of Production Workers Involved in Assembly
Industry / .........\
-----------.J
Motor Vehicles
Aircraft
Telephone and Telegraph
Farm Machinery
Household refrigerators and Freezers
Typewriters
Household Cooking Equipment
Motorcycles, Bicycles, and parts
Source: Boothroyd et al. (1982) - data from 1967.
% of workers
involved in assembly
45.6
25.6
58.9
20.1
32.0
35.9
38.1
26.3
Currently it is observed that customer-demanded changes are frequent and that
there is the need for several different products or for varieties of the same product. The
classical flow-line committed to the assembly of a single product (or nearly identical
products), producing mass quantities of it, has given way to single flow-line that
produces a variety of different products. An example of the great variety of different
products isJound inMQnde,l) D983). III aTQY9taM()t9rGOrp. factorytlle.re.we:re.several ..
fmal assembly lines - the Corona line, the Crown line, etc. Each of these fmal assembly
lines produced a great number of different (but related) models. For example, at the
6
Corona line 3,000 to 4,000 kinds of Coronas were assembled. The differentiation
between these models lies in the different combination of engines, transmissions,
accelerators, number of doors, color, tires, etc. It would be totally impractical to have
a single assembly line producing each different type of Corona model, and t'lerefore the
different models are assembled on the same Corona line.
1.2. Classification of Assembly Lines.
According to the pumber of different models to be prod~uced on the same line,
assembly lines can be divided into three categories: (1) single-model assembly lines, in
which only one type of model is produced, (2) batch-model assembly lines, where two
or more models are produced in batches, and (3) mixed-model assembly lines, where two
or more models are produced simultaneously.
The single-model line is used when the demand for a specific product is high
enough to justify the dedication of an assembly line to the production of a single product.
The batch-model assembly line is used when two or more models are to be produced.
Each model is produced in batches, and therefore the line is committed to the production
of one model at a time. Batch-model assembly is more flexible than the previous type of
assembly line because a greater variety of products is possible. When a batch of a type
.of mod.e1 is being produced the line is basically functioning as single-model line. The
models produced are kept in fInished goods inventory (prenting and Thomopou1os 1974).
The batch size and sequencing of batches into the line is usually done by criteria su6h
7
. ,
as~economical order quantity, minimization of changeover costs, etc. If the batch size is
very small,. this type of line approaches the case of the mixed-model line (a mixed-model
line can be viewed as being a batch-model line where the batch size is one). If the batch
size is large, the batch-model line approaches the case of a single model-line (Groover
1987).
1.3. The Mixed-Model Assembly Line (MMAL).
Our attention in the present study will focus on the mixed-model assembly line.
As in the batch-model case, this line is used when two or more models are to be
assembled. However, contrasting with the batch-model line, in a mixed-model line
various models are being produced simultaneously. Models can be intermixed in any
~rbitrary order without the need for setting up the line, making this kind of assembly
system the most flexible of the three. In this type of line, as in the previous one, the
..
difference in the models ts such that it is practical to have one single line dedicated to
their production. Also contrasting with the batch-model line, in a mixed-model line, line
changeovers are not needed, or if they are, they are not an aspect of major concern. A
single-model line is a particular case of the MMAL were there is only one model to be
produced.
The mixed-model assembly line is the most flexible assembly line ot:. the three
because of its capability to produce in any order any type of model. It is possible to
achieve a continuous flow of each model, and the fInished good inventories are kept lo~ .
8
-This peculiarity enables the use of such kind of systems in a Just-In-Time environment,
where the necessary products are produced in the necessary quantities at the necessary
time.
The mixed-model assembly line can be viewed as being a part of a Flexible
Manufacturing System, because 11 speed, quality and production rates similar to mass-
production systems can be achieved together with the possibility of producing a
diversified number of different models, without the need for line changeovers, keeping
low fInished goods inventories and producing a continuous flow of products 11 (Bard et al.
1992).
There are two major problems in mixed-model assembly lines: (1) line balancing,
which is to assign work elements to stations in such a way that the station workloads will
be evenly distributed, and (2) sequencing of products, which is the order that products
are fed onto the line. The goals in solving these problems are to achieve a uniform' rate
of production for each product (having a continuous flow of each model is one of the
main objectiveS' of a mixed-model assembly line) and to smooth (equalize) the workloads
among the stations.
The concept of mixed-model assembly lines (MMAL) arises when in a single flow
line several different product,s within a family are assembled. This enables the line to
'.' _,.- •• "._ • ., __ •.. •. .1
~",,~·"!.~··,,~,~:ti:.·· ,-.'-. '-, ,
. meet the diversified demand ~f th~"c~;rcimel"s, keeping low' fiiiiSfied goods inv~llttrtie's'. ~.,;-
Small lot sizes and the ability to quickly reconfigure the line are the common norm in
9
most high-tech industries (Bard et aI..1992), and this may be achieved with the MMAL.
Often the assembly line is the fmal stage of a larger production system. It is
designated as the top level in a multi-level production system (Fig. 1.1); each level
requirement will trigger production in the preceding level (Miltenburg and Sinnamon
1989). The scheduling of the assembly line will detennine the production schedule at the
preceding levels.
Figure 1.1: Example of a Product Structure.
Level
(1) Final Product
(comes off the assembly line)
(2) Sub-assemblies
(3) Components
(4) Raw materials
"'
0·,,··
To control the assembly line is essential if an appropriate functioning of the other
",
production levels is to be attained. In a multi-level production system, incorrect control
of the assembly line may negatively affect the entire plant (Okamura and Yamashina,
10
1979). Several factors influence the design and operation of an assembly line. As
indicated, the two major problems in mixed-model assembly lines are line balancing and
sequencing of models into the line.
Suppose that it is possible for the workers at each workstation to receive the unit
in which they are going to accomplish assembly work as soon as they are ready for it.
In such a situation the entire line would. be working only the necessary time to
accomplish all operations on all units (the total work content) and the required output
would be completed in the minimum possible time. However, a worker may not receive
a job immediately when he is ready to work on it, because that job may still be in the
previous workstation. If each workstation had the same operation time for each different
unit it would be possible for the operators to be working continuously (without stop) and
each worker would have the same total work load. In. a mixed-model line, because
different models will most probably have different times at each station, there is the
possibility for workers not to be occupied all the time and for different workloads to exist
at different stations. If this happens, the result will be an unevenness in the interval
between products coming off the line, an increase in the throughput time and the
production output may not be achieved during the shift time. Steps to minimize this are
taken. These are line balancing and, once the balance is done, sequencing the products.
Line balancing consists of assigning work elements to workstations on the l.iJ)e.
It is desirable to have station workloads distributed evenly. This will enable idle time to
be minimized and throughput to be maximized.
11
Sequencing of models involves the detennination of the order in which different
models are launched onto the line. When there is only one model, the order in which
units are launched onto the line is obviously not important. However, if the number of
models is greater than one, launching order becomes important. If the sequence of·
models is not appropriately detennined, idle time increases (even if the line balance' was
done properly) or units will leave the workstations uncompleted. For example, the launch
of successive units of a model with very high workload could result in forcing workers
out of their stations to such an extent th(~t they would not be able to catch up and would
be constantly out of their stations. In such a situation it is very possible that they would
not be able to complete some of the units, and the line would produce incomplete items.
Obviously this is undesirable.
The usual procedure is to balance the line fIrst and, given the line balancing
solution, the products are sequenced.
Line balancing and sequencing are not only aspects of concern in the design
phase, but also during operation. In cases where the line is already designed and the
product-mix and/or the production output changes it may be necessary to rebalance the
line and to detennine again the sequence of products.
Other aspects of the line are detenninant at the design phase. Such aspects are the
physical confIguration of the workstations (length;'station bouildanes -closed, open,
hybrid), use of a paced line versus an'unpaced line, conveyor speed, space between units, -
r---
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\assignment of models to lines, use of buffer stocks, products removable from the
conveyor' or fIxed to the conveyor, etc. Most of these aspects cannot be considered
independently of the others. In the majority of cases an overall design philosophy is
required because the most effIcient line is not necessarily the result of the best design of
each component part of the line. Each part interacts with others and therefore should be
viewed as being a part of the assembly line as a whole.
The assignment of tasks to stations will influence the minimum time that a given
product is available at each station, because it will influence the station length. This is
usually known as the Tolerance Time or Station Passage Time. It is the time required for
a product to travel through a station (this defInition, obviously, is only applied to flow-
lines that move at a constant speed, not intermittently). The station passage time is
directly related to the station physical limits. The sequencing of models will also
influence the station limits. Note that for a non-continuous flow-line the job being
assembled will be stationary at the station and therefore the station physical limits are not
so relevant. An example of how the line balance influences the station passage time can
be seen in the case of a balance solution that results in a service time greater than the
assigned station passage time. If incomplete items are to be avoided this station passage
time would have to be increased. This is done by either increasing the station length,
decreasing the conveyor speed, or both.
Ailother problem that arises when designing the line is to decide Jhow many
different models will be produced on the line. If the models differ too much from each
other it may not be practical to produce them together in the same line. If models are too
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dissimilar, i.e. the assembly tasks for each model are . very different, then each
workstation on the line will require a great number of different tools andrhe operators
would need to have a large scope of skills in order to work on all models. Although such
skills can be learned after a learning period, the need for several different tools in each
station may not be desirable. In order to minimize the costs of tooling special attention
should be given to avoiding duplicate tooling at different workstations. Very dissimilar
models may also result in considerable setup times and therefore the efficiency of the line
is reduced.
1.4. Topics Covered in this Research.
"r-
This research was essentially directed at the line balancing problem and
sequencing of manual mixed-model assembly lines, where the units to be assembled are
transported in a moving conveyor system and cannot be removed from the conveyor. The
mechanical problems of designing the line are not addressed here. .
The complex flow of materials ,that characterizes an assembly line is assumed to
be ideal, which means that the component parts needed during the assembly process are
delivered at the right time, at the right place and in the right quantities. It is also
assumed that the line operates under ideal conditions, which means that there are no
station breakdowns (stations are assumed 100% reliable - this may be true in manual
assembly lines because workers are less likely to break down in the reliability sense), no
..., , ..
defective component parts, no defective sub-assemblies, etc.
Many of the conclusions that are drawn for manual assembly lines can easily be ...,
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extended to automated assembly lines and to fabrication lines.
~----
1.5. Research Problem.
Part of this research includes a literature survey of what has been done in
balancing and sequencing for mixed-model assembly lines. Line balancing methods for.
the single-model case are extended to the mixed-model case. An heuristic method for the
sequencing problem is presented and discussed. This heuristic uses the same principles
of Toyota's Goal-Chasing method. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the method,
a comparison with other sequencing methods is made. A bowl allocation of workloads
to stations was compared with two balanced lines (or a given problem and conclusions
were drawn. Different launching rates are compared for the same conditions and
conclusions are developed.
1.6. How the paper is organized.
In the next·chapter the terminology of mixed-model assembly lines is introduced.
In Chapter 3, line inefficiencies are described. Chapter 4 presents a method for assigning
models to the same assembly line. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the line balancing problem.
In Chapter 6 the sequencing problem and a method to solve it are presented. A review
of previous work in line balancing and sequencing of mixed.,.model is presented in
...
"'""'"C-hapter .7. A comparative analysis of different methods for sequencing and evaluating
an unbalariccillinearepresented in Chapter 8, andfmally in. Cbapter 9 the conclusions
.-' -'-'. ",...: -.-......,--......,...... .
and possibilities for further research are presented.
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2. Terminology of Mixed-Model Assembly Lines
Different configurations of assembly lines can be found. This regards the physical
configuration of the line as well as the operating conditions (e.g. the use a fIxed
launching rate, etc.).
2.1. Product Models.
Consider a situation where m models are available and where j 0 = 1,2, ... , m)
is qsed to identify each model. Let T be the shift time (minutes during shift to be
scheduled), q the quantity of model j to be produced and Q the total number of units to
.......
be produced during period T. Hence, the output Q is given by
(2.1)
2.2. Workstations.
Workstations are locations where a given amount of work is performed. The flow
line consists of a series of workstations. In a manual assembly line, a workstation
consists of workers and may be equipped with tools. The majority of previous work in
mixed-model assembly lines (Kilbridge and Wester 1961, Prenting and Thomopoulos
1967, Okamura and Yamashina 1979, etc.) assumes that each workstation is manned by
a single operator. In this research the sam~ is assumed.
/",,,,,,, '-""'"''
Tne ilUmber of stations on thellite)srepresented by n and subscript i (i = 1,
2, ... , n) is used to identify each workstation.
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Workstations can be classified as open or closed. The defInition has to do with
the type of station boundaries. This defInition only has signifIcance in flow lines where
there is a continuously moving conveyor and th~ workers are required to walk back and
forth working on the units as they move past. It is usual to symbolize the station
boundaries with the symbols (, ), [, ], denoting, respectively, station open to the left,
open to the right, closed to the left, and closed to the right.
The number of workers Wi at each workstation is assumed to be one. Therefore,
Wi = 1. Station i is said to be the operator's i home station. The total number of workers -
in the assembly line is given by w, where
n
W = L Wi
i=l
2.2.1. Closed Stations.
(2.2)
In this type of workstation, it is impossible or undesirable for workers to cross
the station boundaries. Examples of such stations are locations where the work cannot
be accomplished outside the station limits such as spray paint booths, heating chambers,
etc. On this type of station, the amount of time required to complete the assembly work
must be respected; otherwise the product will leave the station incomplete. These stations
are symbolized by [i], i being the station number.
2.2.2. Open Stations.
-
In this type of workstation the workers are free to cross the station boundaries~
Usually thedistance that the worker can walk from his station boundaries is limited due
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to reasons such as limited range of powered tools (Dar-El 1978), etc. The extent of the
distance that a worker can walk away from his home station may be restricted or
unrestricted. Unrestricted means that the worker is able to move without limits to another
location. If adjacent workstations have a region that is common to both, the stations are
said to overlap.
Sometimes the workload in a station is so heavy that the worker is forced to cross
the downstream station boundary in order to accomplish his work on the product; at other
times the workload is so light that the worker walks across the upstream station boundary
in order to start work on the next product that has not yet entered the station boundaries.
This is not possible with closed stations so the worker will be unable to fInish the work
on the unit or will be idle waiting for the next unit to arrive. Open stations also result
in shorter line length~ than closed stations and, therefore, production cost is likely to be
less.
The extent to which operators may cross their station boundaries is conditioned
by the requirement that adjacent operators will not interfere with each other's work.
Open stations are represented by (i).
2.2.3. Hybrid Stations.
It is possible for assembly line stations to be combinations of the two previous
types. For example, a station may be closed to the left and open to the right. This means
that the worker is abl~.to cross the downstream boundary of the station, but not the
upstream boundary. An obvious example of such station is the ftrst station in an assembly
18
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line, where upstream to this station there is nothing and therefore, the station is closed
to the left. Obviously an open station is open to the left and to the right, and a closed
station is closed to the left and to the right.
2.3. The Transfer System.
The product being assembled may be transferred between stations in the assembly
line by a conveyor. The most common is to have a conveyor moving at constant speed.
The conveyor speed is designated by Vc (m/min). This is said to be a continuous flow-
line. Ano.ther type of transfer system is the synchronous conveyor, where every product
remains at eaeh station and then abruptly moves to the next, all parts moving at the same
time. In this type of line the operators work under paced conditions. However, the use
of asynchronous conveyance systems (a product only moves to the next station down the
_ line when the operator has completed the work) is increasing in certain industries (such
as computer manufactufing, etc.), because they provide more flexible production
systems. It is possible to have a non-mechanical line where jobs are transferred manually
between stations by the operators. Non-mechanical and asynchronous lines are unpaced
lines and are usually provided with buffer stocks between stations.
Dar-EI (1978) classifies the products to be executed on the assembly line as
Products Fixed and Products Movable. This deftnition is based on whether or not the
product can be moved independent of the conveyor. movement. When it is possible to
remove the product froin the conveyor or the product is stationary in relation to the
moving conveyor the product is designated as Product Movable. If this is not possible
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the product is designated as .Product Fixed. An example of such lines is found in
industries where the product is too heavy or too large to be rem~ved from the conveyor
(e.g. the automobile industry). In a Product Fixed assembly line, the job to be assembled
'cannot be removed from its position in the conveyor; however it may be possible to
rotate it.
Typically Product Fixed lines do not have buffer stocks that allow products to
" '. .
accumulate between stations with the consequence that operators work under paced
conditions. Product Movable are asynchronous systems where buffers are allowed and
work is done under conditions that are not so rigidly paced.
In the assembly of large products, such as aircraft, ships, machine. tools, etc. ,.the.
product remains stationary at a given location and the "stations" move from product to
product, Le. when workers at a given station finish their work, they move to another
product and are replaced by the workers from the previous station (this type of system
is not considered to be a flow-line). Typically the Product Fixed assembly lines are
dedicated to the production of heavy products (e.g., automobiles, heavy appliances), and
the Product Movable assembly lines to lighter products that can easily be removed from
the conveyor (e.g., small appliances, electronic assemblies).
2.4. The Launching System.
With respect to the launching period, there are two possible modes ofintroducing
u~ts into the' assembly line: Fixed Launching Rate (FLR) and Variabre~EaunGhing Rate·
(VLR). In Fixed Launching Rate, units are introduced into the line separated by a
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constant time interval. With Variable Launching Rate, the time interval sep~ting two
consecutive launches is equal to the fIrst station time of the last unit launched. The fIxed
launching interval is given by ')'. The fIxed launching interval is achieved by maintaining
a fIxed distance in the conveyor b~tween two consecutive units, given by Sp' The time
interval y is also known as the Production Cycle Time and it is the time between
successive units coming off the line. It can be seen that if the production requirement is
to be achieved l' has to be greater or at least equal to the theoretical production rate. If
not, there will be a shortage in production.
For a FLR system if the line works .under unpaced conditions the rate at which
the products come off the line will be different from the FLR1• In this situation the feed
of products to stations may become constant only for the fIrst station on the line, and the
line will be actually working as if the launching system used was the VLR.
:Let l' = fIxed launch rate interval-(minutes/part); Sp = fIxed interval between
successive jobs (meters/part). Then
s = V y (m/min)(rnin!part)p c
2.5. Inventory Buffer Storage.
(2.3)
These are commonly used on manual assembly lines because they allow the
lUnder paced work conditions, the units are fed into the line at a rate: equal to the FLR.
Each workstation.ha~ aVcWable an amount of time to work on the units equal to the FLR; the
time interval between parts coming off the line is equal to the FLR. Ifthe line is working under
unpaced conditions, some workstations may be working on a product an amount oftime different
than the FLR and, consequently; the time interval between parts coming off the line will be
different from the FLR.
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smoothing of work flow (Groover 1987) and reduction of the effects of task time
variability (Monden 1983).
The launching discipline becomes irrelevant when buffer storage is allowed. For
systems with buffer stocks between adjacent workstations the workers are not confmed
to paced work conditions. In a station provided with buffer storage, if a job arrives
before the worker has completed the work on the previous unit, the arriving unit will be
held in the buffer until the operator is free to start work on it. This enables the worker
to complete the work on all units. Considerations such as the optimal capacity of a buffer
are out of the scope of this research and will not be assessed.
Unpaced lines are likely to eliminate the production of incomplete items but may
result in an increase in the throughput time and a corresponding reduction in production
rate.
2.6. Minimum Rational Work Element.
Minimum rational work elements are the smallest economic subdivisions of the
work required to assemble a product. Below this minimum, assembly work cannot be
divided rationally. For example (Kilbridge and Wester 1961), a minimum rational
element may include the following motion pattern: reach for a tool, grasp it, move it into
position, perform a single task, return the tool. This work element is considered
indivisible because it cannot be split over two work·stations without creating unnecessary
work in the form of extra handling.
.
Let Te = work element time for element k on model j (minutes); k = subscriptJk
for work element k, k = 1, 2, ... , K; Kj = number of work elements required to
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assemble one unit of model j.
The sum of all required task times to accomplish one fInished unit of model j is
known as the total work content time for model j and is represented by Twc . The total]
assembly time needed to complete all units o~ model j is given by
TT = Q.Twc] } wc] (2.4)
The total assembly time needed to accomplish all operations on all Q units is ,
known as the total work content time and is given by
TTwc = total work content = sum of total assembly time required during period
T
m
TTwc = L QjTwc.j=l J
The total time required to perform element k in all units is given by
m
TTk = L Qj Te'j;j=l J
2.7. Precedence Constraints.
(2.5)
(2.6)
Also known as "technological sequencmg requirements II (Groover 1987),
precedence constraints are the reason why work elements must comply to a certain
sequencing order. An illustration of a precedence relation is in the assembly of a small
electric appliance; a switch must be mounted onto the motor bracket before the cover of
the appliance can be attached (Groover 1987). Because work elements are subjected to
precedence constraints the sequence in which the assembly work can be accomplished is
restricted.
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Work elements may be subjected to other types of constraints. Zoning constraints
means that a task may have to be placed near other tasks, preferably at the same
workstation - positive zoning; or that the task may have to be distanced ~ negative zoning
- this case happens when tasks may interfere with one another. Sometimes it.may be
required that some tasks. from one model be performed at the same station as certain
tasks from other models. These constraints are known as locational constraints and arise
usually when some work elements require specialized skills or equipment (Villa 1981).
Another type of constraint is related to the position of workstations and is called
a position constraint. This type of constraint is found in the assembly.of large products
(e.g., automobiles) where the product dimensions are such that one operator cannot
perform work on all sides. In situations like this one, operators are located on the two
sides of the assembly line (Groover 1987).
2.8. The Precedence Diagram.
The precedence diagram is a graphical representation of the precedence constraints
among work elements. It is composed of nodes which symbolize the work elements and
arrows which indicate the order in which elements must be performed. The sequence in
which work elements are performed progresses from left to right; the elements at the left
of the diagram must be done fIrst (Groover 1987). Usually work element times are
shown above each node. An example of a precedence diagram for a single-model
assembiytine is il1u~ifated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a Precedence Diagram for a Single-Model Assembly Line.
1
2
3
----11> precedence relation
x time required to complete work element ko work element k
In a mixed-model assembly line the precedence diagram includes the precedence
relations for each model. Above each node there are indicated the total times required
to perform that element on all units (i.e., TTJ. An example of a mixed-model
precedence diagram is shown in Figure 5.3.
2.9. Station Service Time.
Ts is defmed as the service time for model J' at station i, which means Tlj ~
is the time to assemble model j at station i. Hence·
T ="T
SIJ LJ ejk
kEi
(2.7)
where Te are the work elements assigned to station i for model j.jk
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2.10. Station Time.
The total time per shift required at station i to assemble t4e Q required units will
be designated station time and is given by
m
TT. = "" Q.TSl L.J L.J ] eJl:
kEi j=l
(2.8)
It can be seen that the total work content time must be equal to the sum of the
station times, Le.,
n Kj m
TTwc = L TTsi = L L Qj Tejk
i=l k=l j=l
(2.9)
2.11. Repositioning Time, Operator Walking Speed and Operator Upstream
Walking Distance.
When the operator has finished the work on a unit, he has to walk in the upstream
direction until he reaches the next unit and starts working. Let V0 be the operator
walking speed when operator is walking upstream. Once the operator is moving parallel
to the conveyor, accomplishing assembly work on the unit, the speed of the operator
walking downstream is the speed of the conveyor.
In a continuous flow line when an operator completes work on a given job and
walks upstream to the next job, the time interval between the moment he left the current
job until the moment he reaches the next job is the repositioning time Tr •
T =
r (2.10)
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The operator upstream walking distance Lw is given by
(2.11)
Because the speed of the operator walking upstream is greater than the speed of
the conveyor it is usually considered that the time required for an operator to walk
between two consecutive units can be neglected (Dar-El and Cother 1975, Kao 1981),
Le. the repositioning time is neglected.
2.12. Station Dimensions.
Let Lj represent the length of station i. L(u)j and L(d)j are respectively the
maximum distance that an operator can move past the upstream and downstream station
limits (the lengths are in meters and Vc in m/min).
2.13. Tolerance time or Station Passage Time.
As defmed in the previous chapter the station passage time is the time an operator
has available to work on a job from the moment that job reaches his station limits until
the moment it passes the downstream boundary. In this thesis the notation given by
Kilbridge and Wester (1963) for the station passage time will be used which is 1: i . The
station passage time is a function of the station length and the conveyor speed. Hence,
Li1:. = -
I V
C
(2.12)
Kilbridge and Wester (1963) showed that for a continuous flow-linewithnon~ ..
overlapping stations the station passage time must be equal to or greater than the
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maximum service time for that station, i.e. t j ~ max (Ts/j)' for j = 1,.'.. , m and i =
1, ... , n2• However, if operator idle time is to be avoided then
(2.13)
The upstream and downstream allowance times respectively r(u)j and r(d)j are a
function of the upstream and downstream allowarice distances L(u)j and L(d)j and ofthe
conveyor speed. Hence
L(u)j
t(u). = --
1 V
C
L(d).
t(d). = __I
1 V
C
(2.14)
(2.15)
In Product Fixed assembly lines where the launching interval and the station
lengths are fIxed, the station passage time can be altered by an appropriate choice of
conveyor speed and spacing between units. The effect of task time variability may be
reduced by the appropriate choice of item spacing and conveyor speed.
/
2.14. Early Start and Late Start Schedule.
Early and late start schedule are defmed in. relation to the position where the
operator in each station receives the fIrst job in the sequence. An early start means that
an operator at a given station starts to work on the fIrst job of the sequence as soon as
it enters his station limits. The operator is po'sitioned next to the upstream limit. Late
~For a dosed station system, with no buffer storage allowed, L(u)j=O and L(d)j=O, and
therefore, rj is the time separating the start of work on a given unit by consecutive stations iand
i+1.
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start means the operator does not start work on the fIrst job immediately when that job
enters his station limits.
2.15. Concurrent Work and Station Overlap.
When two operators at adjacent workstations are allowed to work simultaneously
in the same unit, it is said that they are working concurrently. Operators should not
interfere with each other while working concurrently.
It is said that two stations overlap when the operators of each station are allowed
to work in an area that is common to both stations. Overlapping between stations i and
i+1 is given by the maximum downstream position for station i, minus the maximum
upstream position for station i+1. The case is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where 0i,i+l
represents the overlapping between stations i and i+ 1, i.e. the region common to both.
-Figure 2.2: Example of Station Overlap.
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2.16. Minimum Part Set.
The total number of units (Q) to be assembled in the planned schedule is the sum
of the number of units of each individual model to be assembled (q). The total
production requirement Q, or equivalently the total part set can be represented by a
vector of integers Q=(Ql' Q2' ... , QJ. If q is the common divisor of the number of
units of each model then the vector of integers MPS = (Ql/q, Q2/q, ... , Qrn/q) is· the
smallest partition of the total part set having the same proportion as the product~on target
Q. MPS stands for Minimum Part Set, and can be viewed equivalently as
MPS = t Qj
j=l q
2.17. Lines with Several Labor Groups.
(2.16)
When the assembly. line includes several disjointed but related areas or labor
groups3, each area is considered independently of the others. The minimum number of
stations required per labor group g (g = 1, 2, ... , G) is given by
TT
n = min intg ~ ~
g T (2.17)
where I1g is the number of stations for labor group g, TTwcg is the amount of time
required to complete all operations in all units for a given production schedule, Le. the
total work content of labor group g. The total number of stations in the assembly line is
3E.g., an automobile assembly plant is often divided into several separated areas that are"
related to each other. Examples of such areas are the Body Assembly, Paint Shop and Final
Assembly. These areas are related ill the sense that an automobile being assembled progresses
" sequentially through them.
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2.18. Task Time Variability.
G
Lng'
g=1
(2.18)
When the assembly work is performed by human operators it is inevitable that
there will be some variability in ,task times. Task times are usually considered
deterministic but they are in fact stochastic. In automated assembly processes it is
possible to achieve virtually deterministic assembly times.
2.19. The Multi-Function Worker.
The multi-function worker is one who is capable of performing a large scope of
different tasks. Traditionally workers are limited to a certain number of tasks, which they
master. The cross-training of operators enables transfer to other workstations where they
may be more useful. This is particularly beneficial in workstations where operators are
overloaded with work and cannot finish it; if another workstation is under-occupied, the
operators at this station may be able to travel to the overloaded station and help the
overloaded operators.
The utility worker is a multi-function worker in the sense that he is able to
perform a l~e variety of tasks. This type of worker "floats" (he is not assigned to a
particular workstation) in the assembly line and works on the station~ that have fallen
behind,-i.e. on'the stations that due to'aoverload:ofwQJkare not abl~ 19,,£9mpl~t~.th~c,
work. Cross-training of operators helps to avoid boredom and increase job motivation.
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3. Assembly Line Inefficiencies
Four types of inefficiencies can be defmed in mixed-model assembly lines
(Thomopoulos, 1974; Macaskill, 1973). Some of these inefficiencies only make sense in
a moving conveyor line.
3.1. Idle Time.
Idle time can occur when the operator is kept idle waiting for work to enter the
limits where he is allowed to work. The operator is available to work, but is restrained
from working.
3.2. Work Congestion.
Congestion occurs when the assembly work is done beyond the station
downstream limit, in the downstream allowance region. When jobs flow through a station
faster than the operator can complete them, the operator is forced to pass his downstream
station boundary in order to complete the work. This type of inefficiency only happens
in stations with an open boundary to the right. If tbe. station is closed to the right, then
the unit leaves the station incomplete.
- 3.3. Work Deficiency.
------·W..()rk-d.efiCiency~occtiis. when th~ as~~mblyw()r~ j~;~cio~ebefore ~he-llPstream
limit, in the upstream allowance region. When jobs flow so slowly that the operator is
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able to complete the work on the current job before the next one has entered his station
limits, and if the worker wants to avoid becoming idle, he has to cross his upstream
station boundary and start work on the next unit. This type of inefficiency only occurs
on stations with an open boundary to the left.
3.4. Utility Work.
This occurs when the worker is not able to complete the work within his working
limits, and the job leaves the downstream limit of the working ar~a unfinished. In these
situations a utility worker can be assigned to the station to assist the operator so that the
unit can be finished or the unfinished work will be completed in a station further down
the line.
3.5. Comments.
The account of these inefficiencies is a measure of the assembly line inefficiency.
Some other measures are sometimes used, such as the Home Time defmed by Sumichrast
et aI. P992) as the percentage of time that workers are at their home station (working
~
and idle). The overall assembly line length is sometimes a measure of the assembly line
inefficiency because the greater the line length the greater is likely to be the production
cost.
Work deficiency, work congestion, home time, and utility work make sense only
in continuous flow-lines.
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Minimum throughput time is equivalent to maximum throughput (production rate),
and therefore, measures that seek to minimize throughput time should be taken.
~
It is higWy undesirable to produce incomplete items at any station. An incomplete
job in a station may preclude that job being worked in the following stations. These
stations will become idle and a sharp decrease in throughput may occur, with the inherent
risk of not achieving the required output!
Work congestion and work deficiency are not critical inefficiencies because they
only affect production times, not idle time.
Utility work is not desirable because it means at least one extra worker, which
will increase production cost. If it is possible to complete the unfinished jobs in a station
further down the line, the passage of incomplete jobs to the following stations may not
affect the work on those jobs. Nevertheless, a utility station is an extra station on the line
and an increase in the production cost.
In general, zero work congestion is a sufficient condition to avoid incomplete
items. To avoid incomplete items could be achieved by a situation of zero utility work.
Utility work is directly related to the station downstream allowance limit and this limit
m~y be very difficult to determine, whereas the station length may be more easily
determined. Therefore, to design a system that results in zero utility work is quite
complicated. To design a system with no work congestion will be easier, and this is the
- reason why it seems more appropriate-to minimize work congestion. In extrelll~.cas,es
of work cdrigesuori the b:peratot may fi6rbe 'ablet6caJch up with the arriving items and
the line may need to be stopped. Avoiding work congestion will preclude this situation
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from happening.
The two major priorities seem to be minimization of throughput time and
avoidance of work congestion. The methodology presented in Chapter 6 for determining
the station lengths will avoid work congestion and, therefore, the priority will be to
minimize throughput time and idle time. It will also be shown that a certain amount of
idle time may be useful to lessen the effect of task time variability and it probably helps
worker morale.
The type of inefficiency that should be minimized is dependent on the
configuration of the line and on other aspects that may not be very easy to identify. Each
particular situation will require a different objective and, consequently, what is a priority
for a certain system may not be a priority for another type of system. For example, in
an asynchronous system, the terms work congestion or work deficiency do not apply.
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4. Assigning Models to the Assembly Line
In order to produce on the same line two or more models, the nature of work to
be performed on the different models must have at least some similarities. Otherwise it
would not make sense to use the same line for the different models because it would
result in unreasonably large station work load. The problem of allocating models to lines
was fIrst studied by Lehman (1969 - on Buxey et al. 1973) who developed a heuristic to
assign groups of models for lines based on minimizing the costs associated with balance
delay, idle time due to the sequence used and operator learning.
Another possible methodology to assign models to a line is to allocate to the
same line the models that have the greatest similarity from an assembly point of view.
Thomopoulos developed a measure, called Similarity Index, that evaluates the
similarity of work element tasks between' two or more models (Prenting and
--
Thomopoulos 1974). This measure can be used forauQ~ating models to the same line.
For example, if it is desired that each assembly ,line produces simultaneously two or
more different models, the models assigned to each line will be such as the similarity
index is, maximized for a given combination. A similarity index of zero means that the
models have absolutely no similarities, whereas an index of one means that the models
are identical. -The common situation is to allow for element times to vary among elements
andmodels;Le'.sometasksmaYhave,differenttimes-for different models, including~ero, ------------
tillie, which ineans that-the task is-not performed in that model.
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To explain the Similarity Index, consider m different models that are to be
assembled. If Sll S2' ... , Sm represents any combination of m models, then these m models
can be grouped into a set (SI' S2' ... ,sc)' For 2 ~ c ~ m a set is c~ed a model set and
is designated by s*. The number of models in a model set is designated by ms*.
Let ts*k be the sum of the times for task k over a model set s*, i.e.,
t. ="Ts k LJ ejk
s'
(4.1)
·--1
Assuming that all models in model set s* have the maximum time defmed for
element k (k = 1, 2, ... , K), let TS*k be the sum of the times for task k over model set
s*, defined by
T *k = ms * max [T (j E s*)]s ~k
for k = 1, 2, ... , K, where K is the maximum number of tasks for set s*.
(4.2)
where
A measure of the utilization for element k over all models in s* is given by Us*k'
defmed only when TS*k ~ O.
ts ' kU. =-
sk T
s'k
(4.3)
In order to have the utilization index taking values from zero to unity, Us*k is
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and o :::;; Ss*k :::;; 1 (k = 1, 2, ... , K)
(4.4)
(4.5)
The variable Ss*k is called the similarity index for task k in set s*. When ss*k = 1,
all the task times for task k in set s* are the same and therefore, the association is
maximized. For ss*k = 0 only one model in set s* requires task k, and the association is
minimum.
. DefIning Us*k as the similarity index for all tasks in set s* (accounts with the
weighted average of all us*0, then
K
L [s'k
k=l
K
L~'k
k=l
Similarly, the weighted average of all Ss*k is given by
(4.6)
,- t'- ~.
)
1U.--
s
ms 'Sse = ----
1__1_
ms •
(4.7)
where 0 < Ss* < 1. Ss* is the similarity index for all elements in se~ s*.
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When Ss* = 1, all task times in set s* are identical, and the maximum association
I
of models prevails1. If Ss* = 0, each task is performed in only one model of th~ set, and
therefore, the minimum association is found2.
l
In a mixed-model assembly line Ss* will take a value that is typically greater than
zero. In order ~o assign models to different lines all the possible sets should be
considered, and the assignments will be such as the similarity index Ss* is maximized.
For more than one assembly line, Thomopoulos suggests that the assignment should be
the one that results in the highest average similarity index.
The similarity among units produced on the line can also be measured. To this
purpose, in order to account for the possible different quantities required for each model,
a modification of the Ss* is needed. For more details on the similarity index refer to
Prenting and Thomopoulos 1974.
This similarity index among units produced may be used in batch:modellines. A
criterion to sequence batches down the line, may be to determine the sequence that
maximizes the sum of similarity indices (Prentice and Thomopoulos 1974).
Other similarity indices can be generated using the following considerations; for
example, an index based on component parts used in the different models. It may be·
useful to assign to the line the models that have the highest association among component
1Ss* = 1 means that all models require the same tasks and that the time required to perform
a particular task is the same for all models. In this case the modelsare analogous.
"-
2In such case the models in set s* are totally dissimilar and if possible should not pe
produced on the same assembly line..
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parts. This to help keep the quantity of each part used by the assembly line closest to
constant. This also would reduce the sources required for these parts. The index may be
obtained by using the parts associated with each model instead of work elements.
The similarity index is not the only criteria for assigning models to lines. Other
factors may enter the decision, and they usually do; for example, it may be impractical
for a certain company, to create an ~ssembly line dedicated exclusively to a certain
product and therefore this product will be produced in the existing assembly line together
with other products.
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5. Line Balancing
In order to produce a fInished product a set of assembly tasks have to be
performed. The total amount of work needed to perform the assembly of a fmal product
is divided into individual tasks and assigned to successive stations along the line. It is
both fair and effIcient to apportion equal amounts of assembly work to the workstationS.
The process of assigning as evenly as possible the assembly work among the workstations
is known as Line Balancing. For each product there is a certain number of tasks required
to complete a fInished item. These tasks can be grouped in many ways and still rationally
produce the fInished item. Grouping the tasks is a combinatorial problem. For a product
with K work elements there are K! possible sequences of elements. However, not all
,
sequences are feasible ones. The sequence of processing steps may be restricted. Work
elements are subjected to precedence constraints which means that some tasks cannot be
performed before others. Other types of constraints (mentioned in section 2.6) may also
be present in the line balancing solution.
It is desirable to have a smooth production, Le. to have parts coming off the line
evenly spaced. This is possible if the workstation processing times are appr:oximately
equal.
Line balancing is an attempt to group the assembly tasks so the total time required
,
at each workstation is as close to the same as possible. Different acceptable groupings
of tasks can result in different amounts of assembly line nonproductive time and even .
alter the number of workstations required for a desired production output. Kilbridge and
"
,.
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Wester (1961) estimated that "industry can waste four to ten percent of operator time on
assembly lines through unequal work assignments". If the station times are equal a
perfect balance is achieved. If this does not happen, and this is the common situation,
the slowest station will set the overall production rate of the line. Whereas line balancing
is relatively easy to achieve in a single-model assembly line, the problem becomes
complicated in mixed-model assembly lines because there are several models, each model .
requiring different times at different workstations.
The line balancing problem for single-model lines is defmed as:
. to assign work elements to stations in such a manner that all precedence
constraints are respected and the minimization of the total amount of idle time or
equivalently the minimization of the number of workstations is achieved. The
process time for each station must not exceed the cycle time.
The problem of line balancing was fIrst studied by Bryton (Moodie and Young
...-
1965) in 1954, for single-model assembly lines. Salveson is usually credited as being the
fIrst who formulated line balancing as a linear programming problem. Since that time.
several solutions have been presented in the literature.
Thomopoulos (Prenting ~d Thomopoulos 1974) appears to be the fIrst to have
explicitly studied. the problem of line balancing for mixed-model assembly lines. He
presented a method of assigning tasks to stations that assures that similar tasks are
assigned to the same workstation or the same· group of workstations. The methodology
is the same as the one used for single-model line balancing problems, but instead.of using
cycle time to limit the workstation time, it uses the t9tal time desired to assemble the- .
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required number of"products. Also, together with the production requirements a mixed-
model precedence diagram is used. Above each node is written the total time per
schedule to perform that element (Le. the time to perform that element on all units that
require it).
This methodology is sometimes called aggregated task-group balancing, or simply
task-group balancing: The repetition of a given task will be assigned to tIre same station.
This has the result that each task is assigned to only one station and, consequently, no
other operator(s) need to have the skills .necessary to perform that work element.
Therefore the time and cost of'learning is reduced and the general efficiency of work is
. I
improved (Prenting and Thomopoulos 1974)1. Because different work elements require
different tools, different skills, etc., it should be provided that similar work elements are
performed in the same station or group of stations.
When the products to be assembled on the line are of a similar nature, Le. when
the work on each product involves similar elements performed in a similar order,
independent line balance2produces fairly satisfactory results. In these circumstances the
workers would have to perform the same type of work operations independently of the
J
type of model that is being produced. If the models to be produced are dissimilar,
IThis opinion is currently contradicted. Although it may be desirable to assign similar work
elements to the same group of stations because of the use of similar tools, configuration 'of
workstations,. etc., it is thought that workers should be trained to accomplish a variety of tasks.
.. This is the concept of the ,multi-function worker. Further development is given in pag~ 26. .
2Independent balance means to balance the line for each product considering that the line
produces only that one type of product (Le., the line is functioning as a single-model line).
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independent line balance is likely to result in dissimilar work elements being allocated
to each station (Wild 1972).
5.1. Mathematical Formulation of the Line Balancing Problem for Mixed-
Model Assembly Lines.
In mixed-model assembly lines the shift time T is a basis of reference, the same
way as the cycle time is a basis for reference in single-model assembly lines.
For the scheduled time period to assemble the desired output we have: Te = isJk
the time to perform task k on model j; n = number of workstations on the line; i =
subscript for the workstations; TTsi = total time' per station during the scheduled period
T; and TTk = total time per shift required to perform task k on all units. Te dependsJk
on the job complexity, tools available, fIxtures, operator skill, etc.
Tcj = cycle time for model j. It is the time between success!y~ units coming off
the line. The cycle time for model j is the maximum station time for model j. Note that
this defInition, valid for single-model assembly lines, does not make much sense in
mixed-model lines where the time between successive units of model j may not be equal
The theoretical cycle time, defmed as the maximum time that a unit should spend
at a work station, can be written as
ET ~­
C R
p
(5.1)
were Tc is the theoretical cycle time, E is the line effIciency of the assembly line (in this
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text 100% efficiency will be assumed, i.e. there are no downtimes, etc.), and,Rv is the
required production rate (Rv is the number of units of all models to be produced over the
time available to produce them). E = 100% is a fairly acceptable simplification for the
case of manual assembly lines - where mechanical malfunctions are less likely than in
.automated lines.
For a production requirement of Q units per shift T, assummg no system
breakdowns (i.e., E = 100 %), the theoretical rate of production :R: = ~ is given by Q
T
or equivalently the theoretical cycle time is given by
.T
C
T
Q
(5.2)
Let T
WCi
,be the total work content for model j, i.e. the assembly time required
to produce one unit of model j . Hence,
Kj n
T ="T ="T
WC' L-i e'k L-i s"
I k=l I i=l II
(5.3)
where Ts is the station service time for model j at station P. The total time required to
ij -
produce all units of model j is designated by TTwc , wherej
TTwc = QJ,Twci i (5.4)
The total assembly time !equir~d to perform all units in the scheduled period is
known as the total wprk content (TTwc)., and is defined as:
3The line balancing solution will determine these times.
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(5.5)
Tfwc represents the total amount of work that is to be accomplished on the line
during the scheduled period T.
The total time required to perform element k in all units is
m
The theoretical minimum number of workstations n* is given by,
(5.6)
m Kj
LLQjT
ejk
n * = min integer ~ ~j=_l_k=_l__
T T
(5.7)
If n is the known number of stations, the total service time per station Tfsi will
be
(5.S)
In a situation of perfect balance all Tfsi are equal. If all TIsi = T, then we have
~
100 % efficient use of the scheduled period T.
The total time required to perform'-all tasks in all models is equal to the sum of
the station times. Hence,
(5.9)
Theline,balan~ingproble~ formixed-:model assembly lines call)l~w be stated as: .
to assign work elements to workstations in such a manner that all
constraints (precedence and others) are respected and the !Uinimization of
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the total amount of idle tiffie or equivalently the minimization of the
number of workstations is achieved. The total assembly time per
workstation must not exceed the shift time, otherwise the required output
cannot be achieved. Therefore the objective is to
n
minimize L (T - TTs )
i=l
where T ;::: TTsi , i = 1, 2, ... , n.
(5.10)
Minimizing Eq. 5.10 is equivalent to minimizing the number of stations or the
shift time or the product of the two, depending on what is held constant. Note that
then,
n nL (T-TT
si) = nT- LTTsi= nT-constant
i=l i=l
min (n T - constant) = min (n 1) - constant
= T[min (n)] - constant
= n [min (1)] - constant
(5.11)
(5.12)
n
It should be noted that L TT
si = TTwc is a constant of the problem. Therefore,
i=l
line balancing' for mixed-model assembly lines is achieved by fmding the assignments of
tasks to workstations that minimizes the product of n by T. If one of these variables is
fIxed, the line balance reduces to minimizing T (case ""here n is fIxed) or minimizing n
(case where T is fIxed). If both nand T are fIxed, the amount of idle time will be the
same, independently of the balancing solution.
Sometimes, instead of using Eq. 5.10, the station times are bounded by a
minimum and a maximum station time, i.e.,
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(5.13)
where TTL and TTH are respectively the lower and higher desirable station times
(total times per period T). The station time may be below TTL because of precedence
constraints or other type of restrictions.
Methods that solve the line balancing problem for single-model lines may be used
for solving the mixed-model balance. The line balance for single-model lines is based on
the cycle time and on the work element times - assign work elements to stations such that
the sum of the work element times in each station is less than or equal to the cycle time.
In mixed-model lines, the cycle time is replaced by the shift time, and the task times are
replaced by the total task time per shift (i.e, the time required to perform a work element
in all units). Hence, instead of Te , T is used, and instead of Tek4, TTk is used (as
mentioned before, this procedure is commonly known as task-group balancing). The use
of total task times rather than the task time per model (TTk rather than Tejl ) will result
in assigning each work element to only one station.
The combined precedence diagram for the product-mix should be constructed.
This diagram combines the precedence diagrams of the m different products.
5.2. Measures for the Efficiency of the Balance Solution.
.Measures that evaluate the efficiency of the balance solution can be computed.
These measures are the Balance Delay, Balance Efficiency and the SmoothIiess1ndex; ...
40n a single-model assembly line Tek is the time to perform task k.
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5.2.1. Balance Delay.
The balance delay 'measures the line inefficiency that results from idle time due
to imperfect assignment of work elements to workstations. The balance delay may be
defmed as a percentage or a decimal fraction. For a given schedule T the balance delay
d is given by
n
nT - L TTsi
d i=l=-----
nT
(5.14)
For a perfect balance5 (i.e., evenly distributed station times) the balance delay
n
is zero, and therefore nT = L TTsi •
i=l
Sometimes instead of using d the Balance Loss is used. This is defmed as
m
nT - '" Q.T ,which is equivalent toLJ J we·j=l J
n
nT - LTTsi
i=l
(5.15)
Values for balance delay ranging between 5 to 10% are usually considered
acceptable.
5.2.2. Balance Efficiency.
Sometimes instead of balance delay balance efficiency is used, which is the counterpart
of d. Balance efficiency fis given by
51t is impossible to achieve a perfect balance in manual assembly lines because of work
element and station times variability. .
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5.2.3. Smoothness Index.
n
LTTsi
E = i=l ,100%
nT
(5.16)
Moodie and Young (1965) defmed a measure for single-model assembly lines,
which they called Smoothness Index (S.!.). It indicates the smoothness of a given
balance. For this type of assembly lines, the smoothness index is defmed as
n
S.I. = L (Tmax - Tsi
i=l I
(5.17)
where Tmax is the maximum station time required to assemble one unit (of the model
produced), and Ts is the time required to produce one unit at station i. A perfect balanceI
would result in a smoothness index of 0 (in a situation of perfect balance Tmax = Ts )' WeI
modified the smoothness index in order to extend this defmition for the case of mixed-
model assembly lines. The smoothness index becomes the square root of the sum of
squares of station times deviations from the maximum station time per period T (TIsmaJ.
These station times are total times per shift. Hence,
for i = 1, 2, ... , n.
S.l. =
n
"(TT - TT .)2L.J smax Sl
i=l
(5.18)
For a perfect balance TTsmax = TIsi, 1 - 1, 2, ... , n, and therefore the
smoothness index would be equalto'zero.
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5.3. Heuristics for Solving the Line Balancing Problem.
Several authors (Kilbridge and Wester 1961, Prenting and Thomopoulos 1974,
Macaskill 1972) argue that the size and complexity of some problems make the use of
algorithms yielding optimal solutions impractical, and because of that, they defend the
use of heuristic.s. The use of the most popular heuristics is found to yield near optimal
solutions. Mastor (1970) investigated the effectiveness of several line balancing methods
for single-model assembly lines. The measure of effectiveness used was the maximum
output rate obtained for a line with a specified number of stations. The speed of
computation was used as a measure of the cost of computation. Among the line balancing
techniques evaluated, the method proposed by Held, Karp and Sharesian (1963)
consistently achieved the best results. However, this method required a greater computing
time than the Comsoal method developed by Arcus (1966). Sophisticated methods for line
balancing are available. The effectiveness of the solution obtained can be increased with
the use of those sophisticated tec~ques. In general, simpler methods such as the Largest
Set Rule or the Ranked Positional Weight are likely to be adequate and less costly for
the majority of situations.
Mastor (1970) alludes to the "Station-to-Work-Element-Ratio" (or simply the
station-task-ratio) which is the total number of stations divided by the total number of
work elements; when for a given line balancing problem the number of workstations
-
increase~~ tl!~~Ui~iOI~-task-ratio increases. Mastor argues that as "the average number of
work elements per workstation decreases, there are fewer combinations of work elements
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that may be assigned to a workstation. As a consequence, each station may not be using
all the time available to that particular station. In such a situation, a greater amount of
idle time results.
Macaskill (1972) argues that the station-task-ratio is lower6 for mixed-model
assembly lines than for single-model assembly lines because there are. multiple models
in the MMAL, each having its own unique elements; and therefore the balance
effectiveness tends to be higher in mixed-model assembly lines than in single model
lines. This permits the conclusion that the use of less sophisticated methods will not
degrade the efficiency of the line balancing solution. Also, in mixed-model problems, the
sequencing of products may diminish or even negate apparent advantages that are
obtained by the use of sophisticated balancing methods.
Macaskill (1972) evaluated the performance of a computer program that used the
RP.W. (Ranked Positional Weight) technique and concluded that the task-group
balancing (i.e., the balance is based on total task times) obtains quickly balanced
solutions in which each task is always assigned to the same station. It was also concluded
that due to the fact that mixed-model problems have lower station/task ratios than single-
model problem~, quite unrefmed balance methods will often result in balance~ of
acceptable efficiency. The results of the computer simulation showed that the balance of
.... . -
large-scale mixed-model problems, using task-grouping methods, results in relatively
6A lower station-task-ratio means that the average number of tasks per station is higher.
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small computer time and the storage requirement is not excessive.
Methods based on heuristics (therefore, they do not guaranty an optimal solution)
that are very often used for line balancing are the Largest-Candidate Rule and the Ranked
Positional Weight method. These two, according to Macaskill (1972) do not differ in
,
relation to the resultant balance efficiency and the computational time is approximately
the same. However, in his study, Macaskill used the RP.W. technique because "it
allows the order of assignments to be changed easily by making arbitrary changes in the
positional weight values" .
Sometimes, although a solution obtained by the two above mentioned methods is
satisfactory, it may not be appropriate from a material-handling viewpoint. It may happen
that tasks that belong to different subassemblies are assigned to the same station (We-Min
Chow 1990). To feed different subassemblies to the same station may be impractical and
a source of problems.
Another balancing method, the Largest Set Rule attempts to assign tasks in such
a way that each station will, when possible, be assigned tasks that belong to only one
subassembly. In relation to computer effort, the Largest Set Rule does not differ from
the two above mentioned methods. It has the advantage of attempting to assign tasks that
belong to different su;b-assemblies to different workstations..Balance efficiency seems to
-be at least as good as the efficiency achieved by the other two methods. In some cases
"
it even perfoimedbetter~e~Min Chow 1990). Thiswas also verified with the example
presented in section 5.3.2.
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.5.3.1. Example of a Line Balancing Heuristic: The Largest Set Rule.
We-Min Chow (1990) presents the Largest Set Rule algorit~ for single-model
assembly lines. The following is an' adaptation to the mixed-model assembly line problem
that was developed in the current study. The MMAL Largest Set Rule algorithm
proceeds as follows:
1. For each work element k calculate the total task time per shift:
2. The weight factor Wk for each work element k is defmed by
Wk = L TTe't TTk l where Pk = set of all work elements preceding
k'EPk .
work element k in the precedence diagram.
3. Let S be the set that is composed off all work elements and i = O.
4. i =. i+1. Let Tj be an intermediate variable' in the calculation procedure.
T j = T (T is the shift time).
" 5. Calculate the weight factor for each element in S. Find the work element
k with largest weight factor less or equal to Til i.e. k : Wk = max (wJ S; ..ii:. .'~
T i . If there are no work elements satisfying these conditions ,go to step 7.
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6. Assign work element k and all its precedents in S to station i. Delete from
S the work elements just assigned. Reduce T j by Wk'
S = 0? Yes. Then the solution is found.
No. Go to step 5.
7. If T j = T, then stop. The shift time is too small and no feasible solution
exists. If T j < T then a new workstation should be added to the line. Go
to step 4.
Note: It may not be possible to solve the line balancing problem when the shift time ~s
'"'
too small. One example of this is when the number of stations is imposed. If the shift
time is too small it will be impossible'to keep to the given number of stations without
resulting in a station time greater than the shift time. One possible way of dealing with
too small shift times is to use parallel stations.
5.3.2. Application of the Largest Set Rule to a Line Balancing Problem.
The following example was developed for a Lehigh class. Consider a mixed-
model assembly line where two similar models (models I and 2) of a product are to be
produced. The line is composed ,of 4 stations and the~bifJ time js ,60 ,minutes. The
production requir~me.J1tsfor the shift time are 7 units of model! and.5 units of moder .
2. The elements, work element times and precedence constraints are given respectively
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for model 1 and model 2 ill tables 5.1 and 5.2 below. Task times are assumed
detenninistic.
Table 5.1: Elements and Precedence Constraints for Modell
Element Element-Time ~ Immediate Predecessor(s)
1 1
2 3 0J~ 1
3 4 1
4 2
5 1 2
6 2 2, 3, 4
7 3 5, 6
Table 5.2: Elements and Precedence Constraints for Model 2
Element Element Time Immediate Predecessor (s).
1 1
2 3 1
3 4 1, 8
4 2 8
6 2 2, 3, 4
7 3 6, 9
·8 4
9 2 4
The precedence diagram for each model is illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
In mixed-model assembly lines, as mentioned, the line balancing is done using
total task times rather than individual task times. For the scheduled period time T, the
time reguired to accomplish work element k on all units is given by
56 .
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which for this example becomes
For example, the time required to perform element 6 on all units required for the
scheduled period T=60 minutes is IT6 = 7·2 + 5·2 = 24.
""" .- -. <,:~::'
Figure 5.1: Precedence Diagram for Modell
1 3 1
. Figure 5.2: Precedence Diagram for Model 2
1 3
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Table 5.3: Element Times per Model and per Shift
Time/Unit Time/Shift
Model Model Total
Time
Elements 1· 2 1 2 per Shift
1 1 1 7 5 12
2 3 3 21 15 36
3 4 4 28 20 48
4 2 2 14 10 24
5 1 0 7 0 7
6 2 2 14 10 24
7 3 3 21 15 36
8 0 4 0 20 20
9 0 2 0 10 10
Totals 16 21 112 105 217
The precedence diagram (based on total element times) for the model-mix is
presented ill Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Precedence Diagram for the Model-Mix.
12 36 7
Legend:
X total time per shift required to perform element k
o work element k
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Line Balancing using the Largest Set Rule:
1. For each work element calculate the total task time per shift. They are
presented in the last column of Table 5.3.
3. S = Set of all work elements = {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}.
i = O.
4. i = i +1 = 1. T1 = 60.
5. Determination of the weight factors:
Table 5.4: Weight Factor for Ele~ts in S (i = 1)
Elements wk
1 12
2 48
3 80
4 44
5 55
6 164
7 217
8 20
9 54
The element with largest weight factor ::;; 60 it is element
5. Therefore, 5 and its precedents (1 and 2) are assigned to
the fIrst station;
T1 - 55 = 5 =} T1 = 5 < 60 :. a new workstation has to be added to the
line.
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'"Station 1: Element Time
1 12
2 36
5 7
TIs! = 55
o i = 2; Tz = 60; S = {3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9}. The calculation of the weight factors
in Sis:
Table 5.5: Weight Factor for Elements in S (i = 2)
Elements
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
68
44
116
162
20
54
By the same procedure as above, the elements assigned to station 2 are {8,
4, 9} => S = {3, 6, 7}
Station 2: Element
8
4
9
Time
20
24
10
: ....
60
o i = 3 results in
Station 3: Element
3
Time
48
Therefore S = {6, 7}.
o i = 4
Station 4: Element
6
7
Time
24
36
The balance using the largest set rule resulted in the following assignments of
work elements to workstations:
Table 5.6: Line Balancing Solution for the Largest Set Rule (LSR)
Station
i
1
2
3
4
Station time (TTsi )
55
54
48
60
61
A
5
2
4
5
B
4
8
4
5
Figure 5.4: Assignment of Elements to Stations (LSR Method)
12 36 7
Legend:
Q]=Station i
The Smoothness Index, as defmed in eq. 5.18 is calculated to be:
S.I. = 14.32
,
The balance solution may have been different if another balancing method was
used. For example the R.P.W. would have resulted in:
Table 5.7: Line Balancing Solution for the RPW Method
Station
i
1
2
3
4
Station time (TTsi )
56
58
60
43
62
A
3
4
5
4
B
7
6
5
3
Figure 5.5: Assignment of Elements to Stations (RPW Method)
12 36 7
The Smoothness Index for this solution is:
SJ. = 17.578.
Note that for both solutions the balance delay would be:
. d = 0.0958, or equivalently d = 9.58%.
This could not be otherwise because to minimize idle time is equivalent to one of
the following situations: (1) to minimize the number of stations - when the shift time is
fIxed; (2) to minimize the shift time - when the number of stations is fIxed or (3) to
minimize the product of the number of stations and the shift time. In this example both
the shift time and the number of stations are fIxed, therefore the balance delay is the
same for the two balancing methods (the resultant total amount of idle time is the same).
However, the solution given by the Largest Set Rule s~ms preferable because: the:
smoothness index is sinallerand because tasks belonging to Oifferent subassemblies are
assigned to different workstations (this should facilitate the delivery of subassemblies,
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component parts, etc., to the workstations). Note that with the Largest Set Rule tasks 1
and 8, which belong to different sub-assemblies, are assigned to the same station.
5.4. Unavoidable Idle Time at Each Station.
When the balance is not perfect there will be an amount of idle time in each
station where TIsi is less than T. The idle time during the period T will be:
T - TT
si, i= 1, 2,...,n (5.19)
Normally the station idle time will be zero at the slowest station. The total
unavoidable idle time is designated the Balancing Loss.
5.5. Smoothing the Station Assignments.
Usually the line balancing solution provides task assignments to stations that result
in different models having different times in each station, even if the station workloads
are perfectly balanced. The launch of several units of a given model will result in station
idleness. Thomopoulos (Prenting and Thomopoulos 1974) presents a methodology that
attempts to smooth the assignments that are achieved by the balancing method. The
objective is to equalize the workload for each model over all stations. This results in
smoother station assignments, enabling operators to work at a steadier pace and to reduce
sensitivity to the sequence (Prenting and Thomopoulos 1974). Let Ts = the amount of/}
time that a unit of model j is being processed at station i G= 1, 2, ... , m, i = 1, 2, ... ,
...•~.
n); then the total time during the period Tthat station i is occupied is given by TIsi
(defmed in section 2.9).
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The total time required at station i to produce all q units of model j is
Q.T] SIj
for j = 1,2, ... , m, i = 1,2, ... , n.
(5.20)
The average (or the desired) amount of the total work content for all units of
model j is given by
(5.21)
then the objective of mixed-model line balancing for smoother assignments is to allocate
work elements to stations in such a way that precedence constraints are respected, station
idle time is minimized and service times are found 'which minimize
(5.22)
Minimizing A tends to smooth or equalize the total work load for each model over
all stations. If A = 0 , then each model will have the same service time at each station.
This is a multi-phase procedure in that there is a fIrst phase where an acceptable
assignment of work elements to stations is determined, which is then smoothed in the
second phase. This smoothing process is done iteratively. For each step of the iteration
A is calculated. The iteration process stops when A is equal to zero or when a
predetermined number of steps has been reached. In the second ca/3e the solution will be
the one that yields theminimumA. In the study performed by Macas1?ll (1972) it was
initially thought that effective measures to smooth the assignments would require a
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considerable computer effort and an increase in computer time. These measures were not
included in his study. The conclusions showed "that unevenness of tasks for a given
". . .
model tended to reduce overall performance of the line, to increase line length, ,and to
increase sensitivity to the sequence in which the products are launched into the line".
However, provided that the product sequence can be controlled, Le. if the sequence is
carefully determined in order to minimize inefficiencies, the effect of uneven assignments
appears to be fairly harmless. In another study where simulations for the mixed-model
sequencing problem were studied (Macaskill1973), it was verified that the unevenness
in station workloads for a given model did not lessen significantly the performance of the
shift performance.
Even if the total work for each model is evenly assigned, if the sequence is not
appropriate, inefficiencies such as station idle time will be present.
It was concluded that even though the balance for MMAL using total times will
result in uneven station workloads for each model, this method is acceptable for general
use and will offer many advantages (such as less calculation effort) ..,
5.6. Concurrent Work.
As mentioned in section 2.15, concurrent work means that operators belonging
to adjacent workstations are allowed to work simultaneously on the same unit. Macaskill
(1973) argues that concurrent worK has great advantages. For example, when concurrent
work is not allowed if a worker cannot finish the work on a unit within his station limits
he is forced out of the station to complete the work. The worker in the next station
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cannot start working because the precedent operator is still occupied. Then this operator
will start working late and may not be able to fInish work within his station limit\ This
, J
situation is likely to be propagated over the entire assembly line. Allowing for concurrent
work will diminish the possibility of situations like the one described here. Therefore,
concurrent work is also a potential for decreasing idle time and throughput time. Another
benefIt of concurrent work is that it reduces the effects of variability in'work element
times.
5.7. The Multi-Function Worker.
, Monden (1983) presents the concept of the multi-function worker, which means
that a worker is trained to perform a large scope of tasks. It is believed that through a
larger scope of skills, boredom in work is avoided (or at least diminished), motivation
is increased and better job satisfaction is achieved. The outcomes are an increase in work
effIciency, and therefore an increase in line effIciency. Monden gives an example of an
automobile company where workers are trained to operate as many as ten machines.
When there is an increase in demand, temporary workers are hired and each worker will
handle less than ten machines. This way the utilization of the machine's capacity is fully
utilized. These temporary workers need, of course, to be trained.. When demand
decreases workers are transferred to other sections of the factory or receive new training
in other areas. The'workers remaining on the production line will handle more machines
than before. This enables the factory to be flexible in coping with changes in production.
This line of thought can be easily extended to assembly lines. Dar-El and Navidi (1981)
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described an application of a mixed-model problem where operators are trained to
perform a large scope of tasks. For the problem presented there was a workstation (A)
were an operator was not 100% occupied. This operator was trained to perform the
operations that were done at workstation B. When the worker at station A was not
occupied he could help the operator at station B. Workstation B had two operators
occupied 57 % of the time. Allowing for one worker to travel from his home station to
station B reduced the number of workers at this station to one. The remaining operator
at station B became 100 %occupied, and the work that he could not haJ.)dle was taken by
the worker of station A when the latter was unoccupied.
The main benefit of cross-training workers is that when a worker is not fully
utilized at his home station he may travel to another station where there is a worker
unable to finish the work on certain units. This enables two workers to be simultaneously
working on the same unit (performing different tasks) or on two units.
There is therefore a potential to reduce idle time and consequently to reduce the
throughput time.
There are practical restrictions on the distance that a worker may travel away
from his home station. Also, workers cannot interfere with each others work. If
concurrent work is not well planned, interference between the two operators may happen
and the line efficiency will decrease.
To train operators to deal with several tasks has the drawback of increasing the
cost of the learnirtg process, but because it has the potential for increasing lirie efficiency
(less idle time, shorter throughput time), it is advisable to use it.
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5.8. Parallel Stations.
When the time to accomplish task k on all Q units in shift T (TTJ is smaller than
the shift time, it may be necessary to have parallel stations. Having stations in parallel
can multiply the rate of production (e.g. for two stations in parallel, the station cycle
time is divided by two and the production rate is multiplied by two).
Buxey et al. (1973) state that in nonmechanical unpaced lines "the use of two
identical stations per stage has inherent operating advantages" and that for Products Fixed
items in continuous flow-lines the "decoupling of stations is effected by manipulation of
conveyor speed and item spacing". A study performed by Wild and Slack (reported in
Buxey et al. 1973) indicates that the use of two identical stations per stage has great
advantages when the number of stations in the line is large, the buffer storage capacity
is low and operator variability is high. These results can be extrapolated to
nonmechanical unpaced assembly lines. Sometimes the flow of materials required by
parallel stations may prevent their use.
Reiter (1966 - also reported in Buxey et al. 1973) has shown that line balancing
can be improved when concurrent work is allowed. Concurrent work can be seen as a
sort of paralleling.
5.9. Lines with Several Labor Groups.
To fmd the solution for the line balancing problem when the assembly line·~
includes several disjointed· but related areas or labbr groups; each area is' eonsidered··· .._.-.. ,
independently of the others. However, when the models are launched into the line each
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model will flow from one area to the other. Therefore the sequencing of products must
be "the same for all areas.
5.10. New Production Runs.
For a change in product-mix, Macaskill (1972) indicates that if the second
product~mix does not differ too much from the fIrst, it will often be acceptable to retain
the fIrst assignment for the second mix and adjust the production requirement in a way
that no station is overloaded. If the second product-mix is very different from the fIrst
one, then there is no other choice than to rebalance the line. This may include costly
aspects such as hiring and fIring workers or another type of solution. The system should
have enough built-in flexibility to cope with changes in the product-mix and/or the
production level. Operators should be prepared to work longer or shorter periods
(including overtime and undertime), and tools should be flexible enough so that each time
the line is rebalanced they can be redistributed.
It is very common in the automobile industry to rebalance lines to achieve
different output rates (Buffa 1980). Changes in the output will induce changes in the
theoretical cycle time. In a continuous flow line a change in the output level can be
handled with a change in the conveyor speed. In general, if the new production does not
require radical changes in the line, the operators at the workstations will adapt to the new
;. .situation. For example, Buxey et al. (1973) states that operators on a manual assembly
line will respond toa reduction in the feed intetvalby reducing-"theirservice time.
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It is possible that the required production may not be achieved during the shift
time and that a residue of r units is left to be completed in the next shift, being the fh
unit at the ftrst station on the line. The work on the next shift will include the completion
of the residual work plus the required production for that shift. Macaskill (1973) in a
computer simulation for mixed-model lines, assumed for balance purposes that the
residual work between shifts was approximately the same.
We propose the following to balance a line considering the possibility of having
residual units: (1) if r and its distribution can be estimated the balance will be done the
same way as for no residuals, but the work to complete the r units will be added to the
work required to complete the shift production; (2) if r cannot be estimated then the
balance is done normally and the units are sequenced and the residual units are reported.
The residual units and their distribution among the line would be used in a new balance
and a new sequencing solution ..would be generated. The residual units are again reported
and a new balance is done. This would be an iterative process that would stop when the
solution reached a satisfactory level or when a predetermined number of steps was done.
Measures to lessen the possibility of having residual units left at the end of a shift
,are taken in the sequencing procedure, but sometimes it may be impossible to complete
all units within a shift.
5.11. Variability of Work Element Times.
When assembly work is performed by human operators it is almost impossible to
have deterministic task times. Previous research (Wild 1971) showed that typically the
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relationship between output and time of work is a low output in the beginning of the
work period, then increasing and fmally decreasing towards the end of the shift. Hicks
and Young (1962) concluded that task times are randomly distributed and can be
approximated by the normal distribution.
Moodie and Young (1965) studied the line balance of a single-model line where
task times are assumed normally distributed. The line balancing objective was changed
to account for the variability of task times. The station time now should introduce the
variability of task times. Therefore,
(5.23)
where TTk is the mean of the observed times when performing task k in Qunits(it~
is the mean time to perform task k on all Qunits); .E TTk is the sum of the mean times
kEi
for the work elements allocated to station i; 0 k2 is the variance of the observed task k
times. Hence ~ L or is the standard deviation for station i time; z is a constant value
kEi
that represents the probability of TTsi exceeding the shift time T. The values for z can
be obtained from a table of the normal distribution. For example, if it is required that
distribution (TTsil<TJ into the standard normal distribution (0,1).
Modifying the line balancing objective function to account for task time variability .
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will result in
Min t[T -1.1. TT, -z~ 1.1. 0/)] (5.24)
We suggest that an heuristic method be used to solve the line balancing problem.
The methodology would be the same as for the deterministic case, but instead of using
deterministic task times, stochastic times would be used.
Hoffman (1990) in a study on single-model assembly line balancing, suggests that
the use of a safety slack (i.e. the use of a cycle time greater than the largest sum of task
times at anyone station), may be used as a method to deal with variable task times
thereby making difficult balances easier to solve. Using a safety slack will result in
station lengths slightly larger than the length required for deterministic times.
Arcus (1966) states that if the variance of task times about the mean becomes
greater the consequence will be that the worker tends to move out of the station further
upstream and downstream, the distances out of the station becoming greater.
Macaskill (1973) recommends that when task time variability is small "a
.deterministic situation will provide a satisfactory tool for predicting the performance of
the assembly line".
A very common procedure is to do a "notational" line balancing (Buxey et al.
1973) which means that the line is balanced considering only the mean station times.
- '-'.," "'.--'.- ," ~~ ,.-..• - ,", c,'. , .. ~.' . - • - _ •
Another assumption about work element times is that they are additive (Groover
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1987). However, an operator may save, same time if given work element is performed
after another specific one. If this happens the time to perform both tasks may be less than
the sum of both task times taken individually.
5.12. Measures to Reduce the Effect of Task Time Variability.
Buffer storage may be useful to reduce the effect of variability in task time.
~~
Macaskill (1973) concludes that concurrent work will tend to reduce task time variability.
Allowing for a certain amount of idle time will also lessen the effect of task time
variability. It will be better to provide the line with an amount of slack time in order to
provide more flexibility for the workers. If there is not a small amount of idle time and,
a worker is having some problems in accomplishing a certain task, the unit may leave
the station incomplete. If there is slack time, the worker can use this amount of extra
time and the possibility of having incomplete units becomes smaller.
5.13. Comments.
Line balancing can also be applied to automated assembly lines or mechanized
fabrication lines. However, ~t is generally more difficult to subdivide operation times on
mechanized processes than in manual production tasks. This makes line balancing for
such cases very difficult (even impossible) to achieve. The result will tend to be poor
equipment utilization and relatively high costs. In assembly lines, where the work is more
likely to be ll:lanual, bC!1ance is easier to achieve because the workto be performed may
be divided into small parts and distributed over several workstations. Because there is
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usually very little equipment at each station, utilization of equipment may not be of great
importance (Buffa 1990). This is not the case for an automated line where work is
performed by machines and usually maximum machine utilization is presumed.
The results of previous studies appear to reinforce the opinion that it is acceptable
to balance the assembly line with heuristic methods that yield fairly good balances even
if there will be unevenness in the station workloads for a given model. In cases where
task times vary significantly, such as in manual assembly lines, the use of algorithms that
yield optimal solutions (for deterministic task times) may not perform the same way, and
can in fact be far from the optimum when variability in task times is present.
Furthermore, the complexity of som~ problems (great number of work elements and of
possible models), inhibits the use of such algorithms because of the computer effort
required. The speed of calculation and computer storage requirement were aspects of
great concern in the 1970's. Due to advances in computer technology these aspects do
not seem so relevant as they were then. However large problems still require a
considerable amount of effort and may be a reason why heuristic methods seem
preferable. The variability in task times introduces a new complication to the problem
and gives support for the choice of heuristic methods rather than optimal solution
algorithms. Heuristics have proven to achieve near optimal results and are le~s.~cost1y to
use. "With the "trend in computer technolqgy, it is expected that in a near future the use
····;·~;~·7~:c·~·:,·'--,-ofsophisticatedmethods will not pose major problems.
The sequencing of products into the line is addressed in the next chapter.
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6. The Sequencing Problem
The different models to be produced on a mixed-model assembly line typically
require different amounts of work at the different workstations. If several units of a
model with high work content are successively launched into the line this will result in
overloading of stations during the period that the line is producing these units. If after
that several units of a model with low work content are successively launched, the
stations will be under-utilized. Those two situations are not desirable because a situation
of overload can prevent the worker from completing the work on the units and under-
utilization means worker idle time.
I' It is preferable to feed the line with a sequence of products that will result in a
smoothed production, which means that the stations will not be over or underloaded for
significap.t amounts of time, and the interval between successive units coming off the line
is approximately constant. An inadequate sequence will tend to increase the idle time of
the line; it will add an extra amount of idle time to the balancing loss due to imperfect "
balancing, increase the effect of unevenness of workloads, and decrease line
performance. Previous research (prenting and Thomopoulos 1974, Dar-El 1978,
Macaskill1973, Bard et al. 1992) demonstrated that an inappropriate sequence will result
in a significant reduction in the throughput and increase the assembly line length
\
(resulting in an increase in the pr~duction cost).
Suppose that all models have exactly the same station service times. In such a
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,situation the line would be essentially working as a single-model line; the time between
successive units coming off the line would be determined by the slowest station and the
order in which the units are launched into the line makes no difference. Because each
model spends at each station exactly the same amount of time than the other models, the
order in which models are fed into the line does not increase the operator idle time. In
such lines the main concern is to minimize the idle time due to imperfect balance, and
therefore to achieve the best possible line balance.
However, in mixed-model lines, different products have different station service
times. In this case, the sequence of models onto the line becomes an issue.
. Q h Q! 'b"lFor Q umts (Q = Ql + Q2 + 3 + ...) t ere are Q
1
!Q2' Q3!." PoSS! e
sequences. For a given line balancing solution, at least one of these sequences is the
optimal one. However, it is not practical to search all possible sequences and choose the
best one. This would require a considerable calculation effort even for small problems.
It is very common to determine the sequence through the use of heuristic methods.
Previous research in the mixed-model assembly line sequencing problem (Bolat 1988),
suggested that the use of techniques that search for the optimal solution (such as branch
and bound algorithms, for example) become inefficient for large problems. The number
of units to be scheduled and the restrictions on the problem become such, that these
algorithms cannot solve the problem. Similar to line balancing of mixed-model assembly
lines, it seems that heuristics are the best option to solve the sequencing problem.
Heuristics not orily can achieve good solutions, but they are also less complicated than
algorithms that search for the optimum, and the cost of using heuristics is likely to be
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smaller..This chapter is concerned with the use of an acceptablel method for determining
the sequence in which units are launched into the line. Deterministic assembly times are
assumed.
6.1. An Heuristic Method to Solve the Sequencing Problem.
The proposed method employs the same procedure for selecting the units to be
launched into the line as the Goal-Chasing method (Monden 1983). The objective is to
maintain, for each station i and for each launch, a workload as close as possible to the
average station time per unit. Open stations enable the line to become more flexible and
./
can result in a decrease in throughput time and rate of incomplete items. If a unit
launched requires more work at a station than station passage time allows, the operator
is forced out of his station to complete the work. If the station has a closed boundary,
the unit will leave the station uncompleted. Ifunits requiring more work than the station
passage time allows are launched successively, the operator will be constantly travelling
past the downstream limit and may reach a point where he cannot catch up to arriving
jobs. On the other hand, if jobs requiring less work than what is allowed by the station
passage time are launched successively, the operator will be idle for the case of closed
stations or will have to travel past his upstream station liinit in order to start work on the
next product. This latter situation may be undesirable because it can cause interference
. '
between adjacent workers.
.'
lIn terms of the quality of the obtained solution and expended calculation effort.
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Buxey et al. (1973) state that ideally a model that overloads a station should be
followed by one which allows for slack time in that station. This should allow the
operator to fInish the model with great workload and still have time to complete the next
-
model within his station limits. The method proposed in this thesis is an attempt to do
exactly that, i.e. if a unit requires a great amount of work, the next unit to be launched
will require a lighter workload and vice-versa (lighter workloads will trigger the
launching of units that require heavier workloads). Such method has the result that the
operator will be working on each unit an amount of time that is close to an average time
per unit. This average time per unit is the station average time, given by:
_ TT.T. = __SI
SI Q (6.1)
The reasoning behind this is to have the operators working virtually the same time
on each unit launched. This will smooth the workload for each operator, although it may
not smooth the workload across all workstations, since this is the problem in line
balancing. The method should therefore.be applied after the· line has been balanced and
the obtained balance solution is acceptable, which means that the workload is
approximately leveled across all stations.
The basic approach in the method is that the unit that should be launched at the
ph position in the sequence is the one that results in the time to produce l units equal to
the total station average time to produce the l units. DefIning ~,l as the time required at
. I h· k l' d l·TT . - h . .statIOn i to comp ete t e wor on· umts an .. SI = l·T . as t e average t11lle requITedQ SI .
to complete the assembly work on the l units, the unit launched at position l will be the
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one that minimizes the difference between ~ 1 and 1·I .'
, SI
In' an assembly line there are several workstations; the unit chosen to be launched
at position 1 is the one that results in the minimum difference across all stations (the
differences between Xi 1 and 1·I . for i = 1 to n are added and the unit that results in the
, SI
least value for this sum is the one chosen to be launched. The difference between the two
mentioned values is squared in order to· avoid the inclusion of negative terms in the
summation.
6.1.1. Mathematical Model.
Consider a mixed-model assembly line where a number of different models are
to be produced. Let m = number of different models to be produced, where m = Ej'
j = 1, 2, 3, ... , m (~is the quantity of model j to be produced); Q = total production
requirement (Q = t Qj); TIsi = amount of time necessary to complete all units to be
)=1
produced at station i (this value is given by the balance solution); ~,l = amount of time
necessary at station i to complete the first 1units.
Then TIs/Q = average time available at station i to work on each unit launched;
d l'TTs; _. . d l' ..an = l·T. = average bme to pro uce umts at stabon 1.Q SI
To keep the average workload at station i as constant as possible it is desirable
.for Xi,l to be as closeas possible to the value of1.Iii .TJIe.sequence.to be.chosen.is th.e.
one that for each launch results in the closest station time to the average station time for
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each station.
Consider Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Relation Between XI"l and 1'1'.
, Sl
Amount of TIme
Station i is Occupied
TIsi
(Q. TIsi)
- - - - - - I
Xi.~ I
~.Tsi I
I=
e.TIsj IQ
I
Q
Q Launch (f)
For the points P, and Q" where PI == (ZoTIs/Q, ZoTIsiQ, o.. ,ZoTIsU!Q), (i =
1, 2, ... , n) and Q = (Xl,ll XZ•ll ... , Xnj), if the goal is to have the workload in each
station as constant as possible, for each launch Zthe point Q must be as close as possible
to P" The distance between two given P~.ints is given by
(6.2)
The model chosen to be launched as the fh launch will be the one that minimizes
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D1, or equivalently, the model launched at the fh position in the sequence is the one that
minimizes t (l'T~i - Xi 1-1 - T
s
)2 = minimizes t (l'~i - Xil-1- Ts )2 (6.3)j ES i=l Q '. I) jeS i=l 'I}
where Ts = service time (station time) for model j at station i; Xi,l-l = necessaryIj
assembly time to perform I-I.units at station i; and S = the set of models remaining to
be launched., S = {S1, S2"'" Sj}; Sj is the set of units of model j remaining to be
assembled.
6.1.2. The Sequencing Algorithm.
The sequencing algorithm can be outlined in the following steps:
1. For 1=1, ~l-l = 0 (i = 1,2, ... , n), S = Q.,
2. The model chosen to be launched in position 1is the one which
n
minimizes L (l·rSi - Xi,I-1 - Ts ..)2jeS i=1 y
Remove the unit assigned from Sj: Sj = Sj - {I}
o If Sj = 0 remove Sj from S: S = S - Sj'
00 is S = 0?
(6.4)
- Yes, stop. All the units are assigned to a position in the sequence.
- No, go to step 3.
' .
....?'~ If.§j.,~, 0,~ot<?s,tep3.
3. Calculate Xi,l = Xi,l-l +TSIJ ' set 1=1+ 1 and go to step 2.
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Suppose that at the fh launch, two models have the same value for Eq. 6.3, and
therefore, both are candidates to be launched. Suppose also that these are model 1 and
2.· Eq. 6.4 will be calculated twice for each model remaining to be launched at position
1+ 1, once for model 1 as the fh launch and once for model 2 as the fh launch. The model
chosen to be launched in position 1+1 is the one that results in the least value for eq.
6.4, and its corresponding model (lor 2) is launched at position I. If for the second level
there is a tie again instead of going one level deeper it is suggested that the model to be
launched at the fh position is the one that will enable a greater variety in the production
(e.g. if there is a consecutive tie between models 1 and 2 at the rJt (1+ l)th positions,
instead of repeating the calculations for one level deeper, if the model launched at 1-1
was of type 1 then, at the fh position should be launched a model 2 and vice-versa).
6.1.3. Example.
The line balancing of the problem presented in section 5.3.1.1 resulted in the
following station times:
Table 6.1: Workload Distribution
Station
i
1
2
·3
4
Station Time (min)
55
54
48
60
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Table 6.2: Service Times
Model T . DemandB1j
j 1 2 3 4 Qj
1 5 2 4 5 7
2 4 8 4 5 5
There are 12 units to be launched. Therefore, for l = 1
Modell:
Model 2:
( 55 )2 (54 )2 (48 )2 (60 )21· 12 - 0 - 4 + 1· 12 - 0 - 8 + l' 12 - 0 - 4 + 1· 12 - 0 - 5 = 12.5
Therefore the model which minimizes eq. 6.4 is modell. The computation of ~,l
gave
the following results:
XI,1 = 5, X 2,1 = 2, X 3,1 = 4, X 4,1 = 5
For the 2nd launch (l=2) eq. 6.4 is calculated again for each model:
Modell:
( 55 )2 (54 )2 (48 )2 (60 )22'- -5 -5 + 2'- -2 -2 + 2·- -4 -4 + 2,- -5 -5 = 25.912 ~ 12 12 12
Model 2:
( 55 )2 (54 )2 (48 )2 (60 )2...2.. '- -5 -4 + 2·- -2 -8 + 2·- -4 -4 + .2'-. -5 -5 . = 1.0312· 12 .. 12 .. 12 . . .
". . . "."' -
Thus, model 2 is launched at the second position in the sequence. The ti.t1le that
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each station is occupied producing the ftrst two units is
X1,2 = 9, X2,2 = 10, X3,2 = 8, X4,2 = 10
The same calculations are repeated until there is only one type of model left to
be scheduled.
The sequencing algorithm was applied to 12 launches which resulted in the
following:
Table 6.3: Resultant Sequence for the ~xample in Section 5.3.2.
Launch· Model X1,1 X21 X 31 X 4,1,
(1)
1 1 5 2 4 5
2 2 9 10 8 10
3 1 14 12 12 15
4 2 18 20 16 20
5 1 23 22 20 25
6 2 27 30 24 30
7 1 32 32 28 35
8 1 37 34 32 40
9 2 41 42 36 45
10 1 46 44 40 50
11 2 50 52 44 55
12 1 55 54 48 60..
There was a tie at 1=6; thus it made no difference whether model 1 or 2 was
launched in that position. For launch 1=7 there was again a tie for the sequences 12 and
21 - to launch 1 at 1=6 and 2 at 1=7 was the same that launch 2 at 1=6 and 1 at 1=7.
A third level evaluation resulted in a tie between the sequences 121 and 211. Instead of
going to the fourth level, for position,[=6 model 2 was chosen because the previous had
been a model 1.
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The variation of station times in relation to the average station.time can be seen
graphically.
Figure 6.2: Distances Between XI,I and 1'~1 for 1Varying from I to Q
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Figure 6.3: Distances Between XZ,I and 1·1'32 for 1Varying from I to Q
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Figure 6.4: Distances Between X3,1 and 1-7:3 for I Varying from 1 to Q
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Figure 6.5: Distances Between ~,l and 1:1'&4 for I Varying from 1 to Q
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6.2. Comments.
Sumichrast et al. (1992) proposed a similar heuristic for solving the sequencing
problem, which they called the Time Spread method. The difference with the method
proposed here is that instead of using average station times per unit, the proportion of
(
l'TTo)each station time to the total work content 81 is used. The goal of the Time
TT
wc
Spread is to level the station work loads. Compared with other heuristics for mixed-
model in just-in-time production systems, namely the Goal-Chasing methods I and II,
Miltenborg (1989) algorithm 3 using heuristic 2 and the batch-model sequencing, the
Time Spread (TS) performs very well, being surpassed only by Miltenburg's algorithm
for the cases when the products had a complex structure and uniform parts usage was the
objective. The authors state that "if assembly efficiency, including product quality and
worker flexibility, is the objective, then the Time Spread method seems to be slightly
preferable (in relation to the other methods tested)". The Time Spread method, on the
overall, resulted in less idle time, less number of incomplete units and in the highest
percentage of time that workers are at their home station.
Neither uniform parts usage nor considerations about product structure are
contemplated in a production system where the assembly line is the only point of concern
(this research is focused on the assembly line alone, i.e not being a part of a multi-level
production system) and, therefore, the Time Spread method seems to be a good
sequencing procedure for mixed-model assembly lines.
.For the example, in s~ctiQn5 ..J._~. (th~ Z._l110?~1" :4 stationpJoblem); thecmethod
. proposed in section 6.1 performed better than the Time Spread Method. The latter
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yielded a solution that was not the most efficient, resulting in launching of units into the
line in a batch mode. The TS method- was also compared with the proposed method for
other examples (see chapter 8) and the proposed method repeatedly gave better
performance.
Dar-El and Cother (1975) argue that to choose arbitrary station limits and
determine the sequence that minimizes inefficiencies for these limits is not a good
procedure because, depending on the station limits, a given sequence can become
efficient or inefficient. Furthermore they argue that physical station limits and the extent
of operator movements may be difficult to defme and this makes the determination of
station limits before knowing the sequence not very realistic. They proposed a method
that minimizes the overall line length when no operator idle time, work congestion or
work deficiency are allowed.
The sequencing procedure presented in 6.1 is not dependent on station limits and
therefore does not attempt to minimize the inefficienCies (defmed in chapter 3) that
depend on station limits. Once the sequence is found it is possible to determine the
station lengths that the sequence will impose (remember that this research is focused on
continuous moving conveyor lines, where operators must move with the line and
therefore the station dimensions are important; for stationary systems or lines with buffer
storage allQ:W.~cl,Jhe station limits: are not so relevant and are determined by restrictions
such as the reach of tools, dimension of the models to be assembled, etc.).
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The procedure should be: (1) calculate the sequence by the proposed method and
(2) for that sequence determine the station lengths. This will result in a line where neither
utility work, work congestion or work deficiency exist. Of course, if station limits are
imposed, these inefficiencies will most probably happen and, as with the other methods
(Prenting and Thomopoulos 1974, Dar-El and Cother 1975, Macaskill 1973), the
required output may not be achieved. However, if the product-mix arid the required
output for the new production do not require lengths too different from the existing ones,
the line can work quite efficiently. If this is not the case, then the line would not be able
J
to achieve satisfactory results. To change the time that a unit is available to an operator,
the launching interval can always be increased or decreased (for example, Buxey et al.
(1973) indicate that operators will respond to a decrease in the launching interval by
speeding up their work); also the conveyor speed can be changed to create different
station passage times. If none of these things work, then it is probably because the new
production run requires station lengths that are substantially different from the existing
ones;
6.3. Calculation of the Optimal Fixed Launching Rate.
In order to calculate the optimal launching rate the methodology presented by
Kilbridge and Wester (1963) is extended to deal with the general case which is each
model having different service times at different workstations (technological constraints,
..
.. such as zoning constraints, imposed on the problem will result in a situation such as tms;"-""" .~.'~'"
even if the total station workloads are perfectly balanced).
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For the sequencing problem, Kilbridge and Wester considered two objectives: (1)
to avoid station idleness and, (2) to avoid work congestion. Avoiding idle time will
assure that stations are always kept busy. Work congestion, as previously mentioned,
happens when the operator is forced to walk past his station downstream limit in order
to complete the assembly work on the unit. If several units with high work loads are 1
successively launched into the line, the operator will be constantly working out of his
station limits and may not be able to catch up. A situation such as this can cause
interference between adjacent workers or the unit can proceed down the line incomplete.
,
Overlapping of stations is not allowed.
To develop a model that will permit observation, an arbitrary launching of 3
different models is illustrated in Figure 6.6. Although this example is specific, it permits
general conclusions to be drawn. The data for this case is the following:
Station
Model
1
2
1
1
3
3
2
2
2
3
-1
3
1
2
1
Suppose that Q units are to be launched.
. -6.3.1. Objective I . Avoid station idle time.
Consider the situation of the Fig. 6.6. 'Tj (i = 1, 2,.;., n) is the station i passage
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tnne. It seems evident, if work congestion is to be avoided, that the station passage time
has to be such that all units can be perfonned within the stations limits. Therefore the
station passage time for station i, as defmed by Kilbridge and Wester, should be at least
equal to the maximum time that station i is working on a given model. 7j is also the time
separating the start of work on ,a given unit by station i and station i+1 (because
overlapping is not allowed). The amount of time required al station i to perform model
j (the station serv,ic~ time) is given by TSlj •
Hence,
j=1,2,...,m (6.5)
'Y is the time between two consecutive launches. Let T if = be the required time to
assemble at station i the unit launched in position I.
Figure 6.6: Arbitrary Launching of 3 Models
Legend:
Til =time to process at station j the unit launched in position I
1:,
Time
~,
,. 3'(
r--_~~l •.-- --O--"""""---4l---'-_
1=4;j=l
1=3;j=3
I=l.j=l
!:l
'E
o
ell
C
~ 1=2 J'=2§ •
j
0.8
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In order to avoid station idle time at station 1, the launch of the second unit has
to be done according to
(6.6)
By the same reasoning, the third and following launches have to be such as
(6.7)
(6.8)
(6.9)
Therefore for Q units to be assembled the fIxed launching rate 'Y has to be
If idle.time is to be avoided at station 1, Eq. 6.10 is equivalent to
TT
sly ~--
Q
(6.10)
(6.11)
where TIs! is the total assembly time required at station 1 to perform all units (this value
is known from the ,line balance solution).
If 'Y < TIs/Q the units will be launched too soon and it will cause congestion
/
at station 1. Therefore the optimal value for 'Y is
, TTslY--Q
(6.12)
To avoid idle time in station 2 it will be necessary to verify certain conditions.
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Let TIl - "{ = °1• For the second launch it is necessary that
which is equivalent to
2"{ + 02 = Tn + Tn. For the third launch (1=3)
(6.13)
(6.14)
For the fh launch (l = 1, 2, ... , Q) it can be shown that to avoid idle time at
station 2,
I 1-1
L T1h ~-L T2h
h=2 h=1
(6.15)
Generalizing this reasoning for a line with n stations (i = 1, ... , n) it can be
shown that to avoid idle time, each launch l (l = 1, 2, ... , Q) has to satisfy the following:
I
ly = L T
sh ' for i = 1
h=1
I 1-1
L ~-lh ~ L ~h ,fori = 2, .. :, n
h=2 h=1
(6.16)
(6.16)
•• __ •• __ • w ,,__•... __"
For example, if idle tiIlle is to be avoided in the third station, the'fourthl~ninch
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From the above, it can be seen that for Q launches, Y = _8_ satisfies Eq.Q
6.16 and idle time at station 1 is avoided. On the other stations, idle time is not a
function of 'Y. Then, the launching interval is only dependent on TIs! and Q . Therefore,
'Y is the average time per unit produced only for the first station.
6.3.2. Objective II. Avoid Work Congestion.
To avoid work congestion at every station a set of equations has to be derived for
each station.
Station 1
1=1:
1-2:
1=3:
l=Q:
Station 2
1=1:
1=2:
1=3:
'.
l=Q:
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(6.18)
(6.19)
Station n
l=Q: (Q-l}y + T 1 + Tz + ... + Tn ~ Tll + TZ1 + ... + Tn1 + TnZ +
+ Tn3 + ... + TnQ (6.20)
These equations can be written in a general fonn. If work congestion and the
forcing of operators out of their stations is to be avoided, each launch I (I = 1, 2, ... , Q)
has to satisfy the inequality
i-I I
(1 - 1) Y + L 1;h ~ L Thl + L ~h ,i = 1, 2, ... , n
h=1 h=1 h=1
(6.21)
Each station will have to satisfy these conditions for each launch. It is seen that in order
to avoid station idleness and work congestion a set of inequalities has to be satisfied for
each launch and for each station. Without a computer to calculate these inequalities, the
calculation effort would be considerable because even a simple problem would require
a great number of calculations. .~
The sequencirigsolutionproposed by Kilbridge and Wester (1963) is aparticllhrr
case of this, which happens when each model has the same time over all stations (each
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rmodel spends an amount of time at the different stations equal to the model cycle time),
although the station times for each model vary.
The purpose of developing these equations was to prove that if idle time and work
congestion are to be avoided the fIxed launching rate is only a function of the total
• workload of the fIrst station on the line.
Therefore, the optimal fixed launching rate is given by
TT
s1
Yopt = Q
6.4. Determination of Station Lengths for the Given Sequence.
(6.22)
Particularly for a line composed of closed stations, the station length is important.
If the length is not appropriate, the operator may become idle for long periods or may
not be able to complete the work during the time the unit is within his station limits. For
open stations, because the operator is free to pass the station boundaries, idle time and
incomplete units are less probable. When possible, a line composed of open stations
should be chosen. This type of line will provide the maximum efficiency (Dar-El and
Cother 1975). In a continuous flow-line the extent of operator movements will determine
the required length for the station. For non-continuous lines (asynchronous systems and
synchronous systems), the station lengthi~.llqt CiPQitlt {).f-major concem.-ln such cases,
. ..', . .-... . '. ... . ~. .,' . ",' .. ~.
the station length will. be determined by considerations such as type of product to be
assembled - e.g. dimensions of product, required tools for the station, ergonomic and
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,other technological constraints.
Previous research has indicated that it is preferable to use an early s~ schedule
(the operator starts to work on the fIrst unit in the sequence as soon as it passes the
station upstream limit) rather than a late start schedule because it has the advailtage of
resulting in smaller overall line lengths. For closed stations (which are the most critical
because if a unit cannot be completed within the stations limits the conveyor has to be
stopped or the unit will leave the station incomplete), an early start will allow for a
certain amount of idle time to cope with variability of task times, and therefore, seems
to be particularly useful for the type of line considered2. For a line with open stations
the choice between an early or late start does not seem to make sense, except perhaps for
the fIrst station in the line (which is usually closed to the left), where an early start may
result in more idle time than a late start. However, as mentioned, this idle time may be
useful to deal with task time variability. Also it will not make much of a difference in
terms of introducing idle time and it is likely to result in shorter overall line lengths.
. To determine the station lengths for a continuous flow line the notation presented
by Dar-EI and Cother (1975) will be used. For the beginning of the sequence each
2This may seem a contradiction. On the one hand it is said that one 'Of the objectives is to
minimize idle time to achieve a decrease in throughput time. On the other hand it is said that
.it .w.ould be u.seful to. ):lave idle time to enable -the- system to. cope with task time variability ..Jn;
fact, it is desirable to have both things. MiniiniZatioIi- of idle time'should be built into the line
design (in the form .of balan,ced lines), but in lines characterized by great task time variability
a certain amount of idle time should be allowed. This amount of idle time will be used as slack
time to permit the operator to deal with task time variability. An early start is likely to introduce
this helpful amount of slack time.
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operator will be' at his station upstream boundary, ready to start work on the ftrst unit
as soon as it enters the station limits.
Let DM(i,l) be the displacement of operator i when starting work on the fb unit
launched; DP(i,l) be the displacement of operator i when completing work on the fb unit
launched; DMAX(i) be the furthest displacement of operator i in the downstream
direction; DMIN(i) be the furthest displacement of operator i in the upstream direction;
Li is the length of station i; and L is the overall line length.
For the ftrst unit in the sequence, the operator displacement is zero, i.e. DM(i, 1)
= O. The upstream walking speed is assumed constant. The displacement of operator i
when completing work on the fh unit in the sequence is given by:
DP(i,l) = DM(i,l) + T
s
VcIJ
and the displacement when starting work on the next unit (the Z+ 1 launch) is:
DM(i,l+ 1) = DP(i,l) - Lw
where Lw is the operator i upstream walking distance given by
(6.23)
(6.24)
(6.25)
Note that the upstream walking distance may not be always constant. In fact, the
operator, after completing work on a unit, will walk in the upstream direction a distance
,
equal to w, or until he reaches the upstream boundary (where the upstream boundary is
closed); whicheveroccure.cnrst.ln tlJ~lCltt:~r:.~as~, the operator will be idle waiting for
the next unit to reach his station limits.
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The furthest displacement of operator i in the upstream direction is:
DMIN(i) == MinIDM(i,1), 1 == 1,...,QI
The furthest displacement of operator i in the downstream direction is:
DMAX(i) == Max IDP(i ,1), 1 == 1,...,QI
Therefore, the length of each station is given by
L j = DMAX(i) - DMIN(i)
and the overa11line length
n
6.4.1. Station Length for Closed Stations.
(6.26)
(6.27)
(6.28)
(6.29)
Because the operator at the beginning of the sequence is at the station boundary
and this is the furthest displacement in the upstream direction then DMIN(i) = 0, i =
1, ... , n. Therefore, the station length is given by
L j = DMAX(i) - DMIN(i) = DMAX(i)
6.4.2. Station Length for Open Stations.
(6.30)
In assembly lines with open stations, if the length of the conveyor between two
"adjacent.sm.l~qn§js~8m~, the statiQl1~ ..wil.l have a r~gion that is common' to both. The
determination of the length for this type of stations is not so critical as for closed
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stations, because operators can pass their station limits to a certain extent so the work is
more likely to be fInished.
The proposed method provides that if a model overloads a station, the next unit
to be launched will underload the station. This gives time to the operator at that station
to pass the downstream limit and fInish the work on the unit that has an excess of
workload. When he starts working on the next unit; this unit has already entered the
station limits and is somewhere in the station; however, because this unit has a service
time smaller than the previous, it is very likely that the operator will be able to fInish it
within the station limits. After that he can walk in the upstream direction, maybe pass
"the station upstream limit and pick the next unit which will have a heavier workload. It
is likely that this unit will be fInished within the station limits (or if he passes again the
downstream limit, the extent of his movement will not be excessive).
Therefore, this sequencing method is an attempt to have the units completed
within the station limits, and if this is not possible the extent 'of the operator movement
past his station limits will be small. For closed stations, if the station passage times are
very different from the average station times (this can happen for example in cases where
the stations lengths are previously fIxed), the efficiency of the line suffers a steep
decrease.
To calculate the limits. f9f .QP.~tLs@tion~ a slight modifIcation bas to be made: in. .
~. • • "'l~' ....., .c·.·" " _ . . . -.''. '
open stations, the operator starts to work on the fIrst unit of the sequence as soon as it
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enters the station, but the station limits are given by the DMAX(i) and DMIN(i). The
furthest upstream displacement is still
DMIN(i) = Min IDM(i,l), l=l,...Q I (6.31)
However, DMIN(i,l) is not zero for i ~ 2. For i = 1 (the ftrst station on the
line), DMIN(I,I) is equal to zero. This point wi\! be the reference to whi((h the
displacements are measured.
The overlapping between stations i and i+ 1 is represented by Oi,i+l, where
0i,i+l = DMAX(i) - DMIN(i+ 1)
The length of the assembly line becomes
n n-l
L = L Li - L q,i+l
i=l i=l
6.4.3. Hybrid Stations.
(6.32)
(6.33)
The assembly line can be composed of open and closed stations mixed together
or, stations can have one of the boundaries closed and the other open. The determination
of lengths for each type of station is done by applying the equations presented in sections
6.4.1 and 6.4.2.
The calculation of station lengths can be easily implemented on a spread sheet.
..- ••••-'.-•• - .•. "--.,. -~.: - •.• p,~ ..._-,-,.-.... : •• -- -
The determination of station lengths by t~e proposed methodology \\Till. result in no work
congestion and no work deftciency. Also a unit will not leave the station incomplete.
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Each sequence will require a particular station length, therefore, for fixed
facilities the perfonnance of the line may be variable.
6:5. Detennination of Station Lengths and Operator displacement. Example.
The example used is the one given in section 6.1.3. The stations have open
boundaries, the first station is closed to the left and no concurrent work is allowed. To
simplify the calculations Ve = 1 and Vo is much greater than Ve • Then, for this case
V Voy V
c '" Vcy = y because 0 '" 1 ,and consequently, the upstream walkingV+V V+VC 0 C 0
distance Lw is numerically equal to the launching interval, i.e. Lw = )'. Note that because
the first station is closed to the left (which means that the operator at the first station may
wait for the arrival of the next unit) and there is no concurrent work allowed (which
means that the operator will only walk a distance equal to Lw, if that does not result in
adjacent operators working on the same unit), the upstream walking distance may not be
the same all the time, and different operators may walk different distances. Nevertheless,
whichever the case the upstream walking distance will be bounded by 4,.
Table 6.4: Operator Displacements ('Y = 4.583); Stationsl & 2.
1
Station 1
D~(l,l) DP(l,l)
Station 2
DM (2 , 1 ) DP (2 , 1 )
1
2
3
4
5
.6
7
8
9
10
11
12
o
.42
o
.42
·0
.42
o
.42
.83
.25
.67
.08
5.00
4.42
5.00
4.42
5.00
4.42
5.00
5.42
4.83
5.25
4.67
5.08
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5.00
4.42
7.83
5.25
8.67
6.08·
9.50
6.92
4.83
8.25
5.67
9.08
7.00
12.42
9.83
13.25
10.67
14.08
11.50
8.92
12.83
10.25
13.76
11. 08
Table 6.5: Operator Displacements (" = 4.583); Stations 3 & 4.
Station 4
DM(4,l) DP(4,l)
Station 3
1 DM(3,l) DP(3,l)
1 7.00 11. 00
2 12.42 16.42
" 3 11. 83 15.83
4 13 .. 25 17.25
5 12.67 16.67
6 14.08 18.08
7 13.50 17.50
8 12.92 16.92
9 12.83 16.83
10 12.25 16.25
11 13.67 17.67
12 13.08 17.08
DMIN(I) = 0
DMAX(l) = 5.42 L1 = 5.42
°1,2 = 1
DMIN(2) = 4.42
DMAX(2) = 14.08 ~= 9.62
0 23 = 7.08,
DMIN(3) = 7.00
DMAX(3) = 18.08 ~ = 11.08
0 34 =·7.08,
DMIN(4) = 11.00
DMAX(4) = 25.58 L4 = 14.58
11. 00
16.42
16.83
17.25
17.67
18.08
18.50
18.92
19.33
19.75
20.17
20.58
16.00
21.42
21. 83
22.25
22.67
23.08
23.50
23.92
24.33
24.75
25.17
25.58
The line length .is ?5.58 meters,·
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Figure 6.7: operator Displacement Diagram for Stations 1 and 2
Launch Position
4
9
10
11
12
r - 'll_J = upstream walking distance
Nore:notdrawntos~e
;,: ...•
Figure 6.8: Gantt Chart for the Scheduled Period (for Station 1 Only)
Launch Position
Time
L.-
o
----------------5.-,;5.5:...-..~ (min)
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6.6. Calculation of FLR when the Assembly Line is Composed of G Labor
Groups.
When the assembly line is composed of various labor groups, Thomopoulos
(Prenting and Thomopoulos 1914), suggests that the Fixed Launching Rate for the line
should be determined by the following procedure:
1) Consider each labor group g as an independent assembly line.
,
2) For the G "assembly lines" determine the optimal Fixed Launching Rate T'g.
3) The Fixed Launching Rate for the entire assembly line is given by 'Y = max
'Yg, for g = 1, 2, ... , G.
Previous literature has suggested that the choice of a particular criterion for the
sequence is dependent on physical, technical and ergonomic constraints of each specific
situation. For example, in lines where the station length is fIxed, and production runs are
small, minimizing throughput time would seem appropriate. If the task times are greatly
variable then it may be more appropriate to allow for a certain amount of idle/slack time
that will allow the operator to cope with task time variability. The proposed method just
tries to have each worker accomplishing the same amount of work for the different units
launched. For situations where a particular objective'is required, such as minimizing
throughput time, it may result in a greater throughput time than what would be obtained
by a method directed towards minimizin~ it. The proposed method is very simple, aJ?-d
(as will be shown in Chapter 8) seems to give acceptable solutions: The line designer will
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have to make a trade-off between the cost of an algorithm that provides a best solution
(for the proposed objective) and the use of the pr?posed method, where a good solution
will be found most likely at a lesser cost.
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7. Literature Review
,
The following is a review of some of the previous work in mixed-model assembly
lines.
7.1. Line Balancing.
Apparently very little has been published on line balancing for mixed-model
assembly lines. This may be due to the fact that methods for single-model assembly line
balancing may be used for the mixed-model case by the already mentioned modification.
Several methods for the line· balance of single-model lines are found in the
literature (e.g. Hegelson and Birnie 1961, Kilbridge and Wester 1961, Held, Karp ~d
Sharesian.1963, Tongue 1965, Mansoor 1973, We-Min Chow 1990, etc.). Among those,
there are algorithms that solve the line.balance problem yielding the optimal solution,
; heuristics that give a goo~lution (reaching very often the optimal solution), and
i.'
computer programs like COMSOAL, CALB, etc. (these computer programs often yield
the optimal solution).
The efficiency of the balancing solution depends on the balancing method used,
and usually the optimum solutions require the most computing time (Macaskill 1972).
The use of a very sophisticated balancing method, may be costly (in terms of
computation effort) and still there is the possibility of not reaching the optimal solution
because at the line design phase, the desiRner has only an estimation. of the task times,
and actual tim.es may diff~~ from th~ estlmated. Itf~~J~Llines it-IS very likely that these· .
times will differ. Other aspects that are not identified at this time may also affect the line
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balancing. Kilbridge and Wester (1961) acknowledge that the solution given by the
heuristic they propose is only a guideline for the line designer and empirical
considerations may affect the line balance procedure.
7.1.1. Algorithms Seeking the Optimal Solution.
I
Villa (1970) extends the Gutjahr and Nemhauser algorithm (which solves the line
balancing problem as a shortest route problem) to the case of mixed-model assembly
lines, and proposes a branch and bound method for the mixed-model line problem. This
branch and bound algorithm is a sequential procedure because it fmds the optimal
solution by considering stations one at the time. The algorithm will yield the optimal
solution if the problem has at least one feasible solution, and will indicate that there is
not a feasible solution if the problem does not have a solution. It was proved thaLthe
algorithm converges. Extensions for locational constraints, minimum work content
constraints and variable cycle times were also included. The assignment of tasks to
stations is such that the number of stations is the same for all models, each work element
is assigned to exactly one station and the precedence' constraints are satisfied. Integer
I
programming is tested with a small problem (2 models, 9 tasks). For such a problem
there were a very large number of variables and constrarnts (respectively, 120 and 60).
This reveals that even for small problems the formulation and optimization by linear
integer programming can be very difficult.
The-pr~po~ed branch~dbound ~gorithm 'required less computational effort than' ..
.,
the Gutjahr and Nemhauser algorithm. For the branch and bound method the
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computational results showed that the number of tasks does not have a great influence
/i
on the computer execution time. More relevant to the execution time was the complexity
of the precedence constraints (i.e., how tasks relate to each other)!. An increase in the
number of models seems to'result in a linear increase in execution time, the same being
verified with the number of feasible assig~ents to the fIrst station without considering
the cycle time. Both parameters have a considerable influence on computation time. The
length of the assembly line seems to have a small effect on execution time. It was
suggested that for a problem with m models the line balance could be done by frrst
solving m single-model problems, and for models with less stations than the models
having the largest number of stations, the work elements should be rearranged to insure
that all products have the same number of stations. The rearranging of the work elements
must be done respecting the precedence constraints. It was concluded that this approach
r--
would require more computational effort than the branch and. bound algorithm and
therefore the branch and bound algorithpl appeared to be the best method (among those
studied) for the line balancing problem.
Deutsch (1971) also develops a branch and bound algorithm. that solves the line
balancing problem for mixed-model assembly lines by minimizing the number of stations
and, given the obtained· number of s~tions minimizes the cycle time. This type of
methodology that initially minimizes the number of stations and then attempts to
.' .. , -:! ~" . "".'! ~
INote that by that time computer execution time was an aspect of great ~oncem; today, due
to great advances in computer technology, this seems less relevant.
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minimize the cycle time given that number of stations is very common and is known as
"a multi-phase technique. Sneider (1980) presents a five stage procedure to solve optimally
the single-model line balancing problem. The particular aspect of this work is that the
method wiJ.-l solve the line balancing problem by minimizing both the number of stations
and the cycle time (the majority of line balancing methods solve the problem by
minimizing just one of the two variables). The first stage bounds the problem based on
the input data. The second phase uses a heuristic that generates a good feasible solution
and further bounds the problem. If the solution obtained in the second stage is not
optimal, a Mixed Integer Program exploits the problem structure and the heuristic
solution. The optimal solution may be found in the second, third, fourth or in the fifth
stage if it was not previously fo~nd. This method has the advantage of a heuristic coupled
with the optimal quality of an algorithm. Although this work was done for single-model
problems the extension to mixed-model may be done by using task-group balancing.
7.1.2. Comments.
The optimization algorithm method presented by Villa (1970) has the apparent
advantage of not needing to know the total production requirement. Balances are achieved
based on a desired cycle time (which is the time that a unit is available to a workstation)
rather than on total times. Therefore the balance solution obtaine~ will not be dependent
on production requirements but only on element times. The requirement that the number
of workstations should be the same for each model is logical, because ifthis was notthe.
, .
• - t-- ,.. • .-- .• , ~
case, there would be stations that would be completely idle for some models launched
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into the line, and the objective of a smooth flow would not be accomplished. The fact
that some stations are idle would contribute to a decrease in line efficiency.
Task-group balancing is directly dependent on the quantities to be produced of
/ m Kj
each model (remember that TTk = E E QjTe.). Therefore, the assignment of tasks to
, j=l k=l J
stations obtained for a given production level is not-necessarily the same as obtained for
a different production output (i.e. for different Q's), even if the number of models and
the nature of the tasks is the same. When using an aggregated task inethod, if the
,
production level changes it may be necessary to rebalance the line, whereas with the
Villa's branch and bound algoritlrili1ni;-theoretically does not happen. On the other hand,
Villa's algorithm also depends on the production requirement by the fact that it is based
on the cycle time and the cycle time is dependent on production require.ments.
7.1.3. Unbalancing of Production Lines.
Hillier and Boling (1979) found that when operation times are variable, the mean
rate of production of an unpaced production line with more than two stations can be
maximized if the. stations workloads are appropriately unbalanced. The optimal
assignment of workloads to stations followed the "bowl phenomenon" which allocates the
greatest workloads to the fIrst and last stations in the line and less amounts of work to
the stations in the middle. Because workloads are not evenly distributed over all stations
the result is an unbalanced line. The use of bowl allocation of workloads resulted in an
increase in the mean production rate over the perfectly balanced line. -
~_c;. • ...ci:~.' ~
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In a simulation study to evaluate the efficiency of unbalancing production lines
with nonnally distributed operation, times it was verified that there is an improvement in
the efficiency of the line if finite buffer' storage is used combined with an appropriate
,
unbalance of the line, even when a' small variability of task times is present. By
appropriate unbalance is meant a bowl allocation of workloads where "the optimal bowl
allocation is symmetric and is relatively flat in the middle and very steep towards the
beginning and the end of the line" (So 1989). The results of the simulation study showed
that although the improvement was generally very small, in most of the cases tested, it
was statistically significant even for a level of significance of 95 %.
In general, when the unbalance was not done in an appropriate way (did not
follow the optimal bowl allocation) a decrease in efficiency resulted. The study also
suggested that methodologies to attain perfectly balanced lines are likely to give near.
optimal performance in cases when the variability in processing times is low.
7.1.4. Comments.
Heuristic methods of line balancing seem to be an acceptable methodology for line
balancing. The complexity of "real life" problems is likely to preclude the use of
algorithms . that yield perfectly optimal solutions. These algorithms are always
sophisticated procedures and the complexity of some problems (e.g. great number of
restrictions) will render them inefficient. They may provide optimal solutions for
.. detenn~stic cases,but· the same may not happen for the stochastic situation common in
manual assembly lines. Because they are less sophisticated and can solve complex
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problems, heuristic methods seem to be the best approach for solving the line,balancing
problem.
7.2. Sequencing.
The sequencing problem for mixed-model assembly lines was ftrst presented by
Kilbridge and Wester (1963). For an assembly line with 'a moving conveyor and non-
overlapping stations, they suggested two approaches for the solution of the sequencing
problem, based on two model launching systems. The criteria for fmding the optimal
sequence was to minimize idle time and avoid congestion. It was assumed that the
workload of each model was evenly divided among the!stations; therefore the amount of
time that a given model would spend at one station would be equal to the amount spent
in each of the other stations. Consequently, each product will spend in each station an
amount of time equal to the cycle time for that product. However, this, ideal situation
(evenness in station workloads for each model) is not very likely to happen in the reality.
The two launching systems were the Variable Launching Rate (VLR) and the Fixed
Launching Rate (FLR).
For the conditions studied the results were that wIth VLR, units can be fed into
the line in any order and yet not cause station idleness or congestion. Therefore, for this
launching system the sequence of products can be randomly. generated2. The
disadvantage of this system is that difftculties of integrating the assembly line with other
....
2This conclusion is only valid for the particular case studied where each model was assumed
to have the same service time over all the stations/although the service time could differ for the
models.
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production lines may arise. Also, it is usual in industry to schedule the delivery of
components to the lines at fIxed periods of time. The use of a VLR may prevent the line
to cope with these scheduled deliveries. The work carriers (e.g., hooks) in t~e moving
conveyor are usually equidistantly spaced and a variable launching rate would introduce
the difficulty of where to place the carriers. The ftxed launching interval has the
advantage of providing a uniform rate of production and is easily adaptable to standard
industrial techniques. This type of launching system is very appropriate when several
production lines are synchronized to feed the assembly line. However the sequence of
products has to be carefully determined. In general, if overlapping stations is permitted
the line efficie~cy will increase (provided that there is not interference between
operators) .
One method for sequencmg is presented by Thomopoulos (Prenting and
Thomopoulos 1974). Stations with open boundaries are considered and penalty costs for
various types of inefficiencies are included. Work performed outside predetermined
station limits is considered an inefficiency. The optimal sequence will be chosen as the
one that minimizes the cost of the inefficiencies for the assembly line. The launching
system is the ftxed launching interval and a moving conveyor with constant speed. is
assumed. The method does not provide optimal solutions, but studies showed that the
results are close to optimum. For a given line conftguration (station types, station
._•••...,.b··~-"_. - .-....._-""'- .. ....,~.~_ .. ,'.---
. length~;statiolfpas§agetiines, cOrlveyorspeed) and a given pemilty cost associated with
each inefficiency (given in cents per time unit) the resultant total inefficiency cost is
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calculated for launching each model (each model will result in a certain inefficiency time
at each station on the line). The model that yields the least inefficiency cost is launched.
The next model to be launched is the one that results in the least inefficiency cost given
the previous. launches. The methodology is successively applied until all Q models have
been launched.
,
Difficulties of this method are that it may be difficult to defme the penalty costs
for the inefficiencies and also that it may difficult to defme the station boundaries.
According to Dar-EI (1978) "the negative aspects of this approach are that it does not
provide help for determining station lengths for a new design situation and that depending
...
on the station length any sequencecan b~made to look good". Another aspect that may
be important is that for complex problems ,(where the number of models and stations may
be large) the computer effort may be considerable because the inefficiency cost of
launching each model remaining to be produced has to be evaluated for every station on
the line!
Dar-EI and Cother (1975) argue that it is difficult to defme the liillits of operator
"
movements and this makes it difficult to calculate the inefficiencies of the line. The only
known previous method for the general mixed-model sequencing problem (Thomopoulos
heuristic3) determines the sequence that minimizes the penalty cost of inefficiencies.
However the inefficiencies are measured and defmed by the extent of operator
inovementsotiislde1lls"~workstatloJ,1;"iUid' 'fhe .extent of these'rtlovements Is'extremelY""
3Kilbridge and Wester method was for the mentioned particular situation.
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difficult to detennine. The arbitrary selection of station lengths affects directly the
generated product sequence. The authors argue that the choice of a line length (or
equivalently the choice of station lengths), because it affects· the inefficiencies, can make
any sequence become efficient or inefficient. This is considered a weakness of the
Thomopoulos method.
Instead of detennining the sequence that minimizes the inefficiencies, Dar-EI and
Cother presented a method to generate the sequence that minimizes the overall assembly
line length for no operator idle time or other inefficiencies. Therefore, the method will
provide the station lengths for the required sequence and not the inverse. Two line
configurations were assumed: open stations and closed stations and the line is assumed
to be perfectly balanced. The products to be assigned to the sequence are referred as the
"pool". The lower bound for each station is calculated, and the station lengths are
initially taken as the lower bound. A heuristic method of selection, which ranks each
model in a descending order of priority, will assign a model from the pool. Successive
products from the pool are assigned until the pool is empty. Once a product is selected
for the sequence it will have to satisfy an "acceptance heuristic" which means that the
model chosen cannot violate the stations limits. If the limits are violated then the model
is returned to the pool and the next model (in the priority, order) is tested. If at some
stage no model satisfies the "acceptance heuristic" , the station length limits are increased
. by equal amounts, all products are returned to the pool and the sequencing procedure
starts·again. In this·study .it was'as8umea~1hai. tbe.Qpe:l'Cltof·ifi~yes jhs~tp:e(jusly· from
the position where he leaves the unit on which he was working to the position where he
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reaches the next unit. This method h(\,s some disadvantages, namely the fact that when
a product satisfying the "acceptance heuristic" cannot be found, ~ stations are
incremented by an equal amount and the sequencing procedure has to start again.
The algorithm can be used for detennining new sequences !f small changes in the
production requirements or in the model design occur once the assembly line is in
operation. The authors state that "idle time will be minimized but the production
requirement may not be achieved although the models would be sequenced in proportion
to the demand"'.
The influence on the overall assembly line of five. factors was studied: (1) number
of models, (2) number of stations, (3) model cycle time deviation factor, (4) model
production requirement deviation factor, (5) and operator-time deviation factor, where
the deviation factors are .respectively a measure of the variation between model cycle
times, measure of the production requirement variation and a measure of the operation
times variability. The conclusions were that the overall assembly line length is
predominantly influenced by number of models, model cycle time variation and operator-
time deviation factor. It was shown that for a given model-mix the assembly line length
decreases when better line balances are achieved. A sequence resulting in an overall line
length 10 % bigger than the lower bound was considered to be good.
In order to achieve maximum line efficiency, the use of open stations and
overlapping is also suggested.
,
Dar-EI andCucuy (1977) proposed a sequencing procedure for perfectly balanced
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lines. The method results in the optimal solution (minimum overall assembly line length
for no operator idle time), but would only be applicable for perfect balanced lines, which
are unlikely to occur. The authors indicate that imbalance will result when technological
constraints occur (e.g. when zoning constraints occur - this will result in different
workloads at the stations for each model, even though the station workloads per shift may
be the same). Because of this, the method is only applicable to perfectly balanced lines.
Dar-HI (1978) defmes two objectives that can be found in mixed-model
sequencing problems: (1) to fmd the sequence that minimizes the overall assembly line
length and (2) to fmd the sequence that minimizes throughput time, the latter being the
typical flow-shop sequencing problem. Several variations of assembly lines were studied.
According to the type of assembly line a different objective is suggested for the
sequencing problem. Lines where the product to be assembled can be moved
independently of the movement of the conveyor, Le. Products Movable lines have the
greatest flexibility in coping with changes in production because the layout is not
dependent on the sequence. This is not the case with Product Fixed lines where each time
that production changes it is necessary to fmd a new solution for the statiQn lengths. The
author indicates that for the case of items fIxed to the conveyor and many stations in the
system, minimizing throughput time and minimizing facility length are practically the
same. When the number of stations is small (4 or 5 stations) a tradeoff,between the
. " .... J!., ... ," ...•. , .•.......• ,......... . .. ,.. c .•, ......"r-.·.···-...··· '. . '... ". ..".....
objectiveS of inininiizing facility length and minimizing throughput time needs to be
considered. For products removable from the comreyor and for stationary assembly lines
f
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the size of the facility becomes irrelevant and the concern should be to fmd the sequence
that minimizes throughput time (the classical flow-shop problem). In these cases if the
launchirig system used is FLR the only station that will be fed with a constant rate of
subassemblies is the fIrst one and, the author states that VLR becomes the only
meaningful launching discipline.
Dar-El concludes that the greatest flexibility is achieved in 'Product Movable'
lines, because of its flexibility to cope with changes in production, since the layout will
be independent of the sequence; therefore, when changes occur the facility length is not
affected. When the product is fIxed to the conveyor then stations should have open
boundaries and the preferred launchitJ.g is VLR. For closed stations (and products fIxed
to the conveyor), the author states that "There is not evidence which launching system
is to be used. If all models are approximately well balanced over the n stations, then
there are advantages in using the VLR discipline, since any sequence would minimize
both the overall line length as well as the throughput time".
Bard et al. 1992, formulated analytically the sequencing problem for situations
with several different parameters. To solve these problem~ a relaxed linear int~ger
programming procedure was used. The authors suggest that for the case of lines with
closed stations a tradeoff exists between the length of the line and idle time. A late start
schedule will allow the operators to work continuously because "a late start indirectly
I.~;:."':,. _.. " ,.,;:~":-=
assur~s that a suffi~ient amount of work-in-pr~cessin~entoryis available on the con;~y~;""""
to avoid starvation". With a late start schedule the stations are designed in such a way
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that an operator never has to wait for arrival of the next unit at the station boundary.
However, the result of using a late start is that an increase in the facility length is very
~
likely. An early start schedule is likely to produce smaller facility lengths but will induce
a certain amount of idle time.
For open stations the use of a late start or an early start does not seem to have
the same implications as for the case of closed stations. With open stations, the operator
does not need to wait at the upstream boundary for the next job to arrive, and therefore
an early start will (,lllow start of work on the fIrst unit in the sequence immediately as this
unit enters the station.
The study peiformed by these authors also suggests that when possible the
Minimum Part Set (MPS) should be used. The choice of a particular line confIguration .
(closed or open stations, produet:s fIxed or removable, overlapping s~tions, etc.) depends
on the conditions of each particular situation and, therefore, the sequencing .QQjective can
vary. For example, if the size of the facility is fIxed and the production runs are small
the objective for the best sequence should be to minimize throughput time; if the work
element times are characterized by high variability, then the best sequence should be the
one that marimizes idle time, or equivalently, mipimizes facility length. Here it can be
seen that the authors suggest the use of slack time to reduce task time variability, similar
to Hoffman (1990).
The conclusions of Bard et al. study are that the use of an early start schedule rather
'than alate start schedule eouid ill fact yield sigIiificant reductions in line length. The use.
. .
of open stations (rather than Closed stations) results in a decrease in the throughput time.
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•Open stations also reduce the overall assembly line le~gth, and therefore should be used
when possible. The problems tested revealed that to fmd t1)e sequence that minimizes line
length or to fmd the sequence that minimizes throughput will not result in lines
substantially different. These two measures were always within 5~ of each other when
the remaining parameters were held constant. The use of Variable Launching Rate yields
the best results with respect to overall line length, throughput time and idle time. It was
observed that use of VLR will decrease idle time significantly, whereas the decrease in
line length and throughput time may not be significant.
Other papers concerning the mixed-model sequencing pr()bleminclude Macaskill
(1973), previously mentioned, who simulated four different situations for a mixed-model
assembly J~e. of the moving belt type with station overlap and certain products fIxed.
These situations were: (1) complete sequencing of a shift with concurrent work allowed,
·(2) complete sequencing of a shift but no concurrent work, (3) sequencing of a liniited
number of products in a special situation, with concurrent work allowed, and (4) the
.same as (3) but no concurrent work. For balance purposes it was assumed that residual
work between shifts is approximately the ~ame; however, for the simulation exact details
of location and extent of completion of each residual were required.
The sequencing method used that was basically the same as Thomopoulos, but ~
included "steps to avoid build-up of a residue of high penalty models that reduced
.~. p~rl6~mUi2em:the"Thomopoulos methodi' ~'liwas concluded that task-"group baYaricmg','
although it may result in uneven distribution of workloads, is an acceptable method for
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general use in mixed-model balancing. It was verified that if concurrent work is allowed
the damaging effects of task variability can be greatly reduced, and apparently. it
facilitates the generation' of good sequences. It is inferred that concurrent work has
substantial advantages in assembly line operation.
. -
Okamura and Yamashina (1979) developed a sequencing heuristic that minimizes
the risk of stopping the conveyor in a complex mixed-model assembly line under
situations of variable task times. The line was composed of closed stations. When the
work cannot be completed within the station limits, the conveyor has to be stopped due
to the high cost of incomplete items. The sequence that maximizes the distance from the
~ furthest operator downstream displacement to the station downstream boundary for all
stations is the sequence that minimizes the risk of stopping the conveyor. The method-
generates randomly a sequence that will be iteratively improved into an optimal or near-
-,
optimal sequence by inserting a product into ~other position and interchanging product
pairs in the sequence.
According to Kao (1981), the disadvantage of this methodis that, as with the
Thomopoulos method, any sequence can be made to appear efficient or inefficient
depending on the choice of the station lengths.
Dar-EI and Navidi (1981) applied the Dar-EI and Cother sequencing method to
a problem composed of 8 different models, 50 work elements, and a required production
per shift of 17 units. The Dar-EI and Cother method was extended to include cases where
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the balance may not be perfect, and this resulted in an additional station lower bound.
A scheme with multi-function workers permits reduction of the number of workers in the
line. It is suggested that it may be beneficial to introduce buffer stocks at the stations
'with greater task time variability. Buffer stocks will be helpful to lessen the effect of task .
time variability.
Wang and Wilson (1986) compared three assembly line designs with respect to
total station idle time, incomplete units and production rate. The three designs were: (1)
a moving belt with products fixed, (2) a moving conveyor with products movable, and
(3)' an accumulation conveyor with products removable. A sequencing heuristic is
proposed and a simulation study evaluates the performance of the different line designs.
Station times were~ assumed variable. It was concluded that the method proposed is
effective and that an accumulation conveyor with products movable improves throughput,
reduces worker idle time and utility work compared to a moving belt with products fixed.
The moving belt with products fixed revealed the greatest idle time and the greatest
number of incomplete jobs. Although the simulation was not done for an extensive
number of sequencing methods and problems, the conclusions appear to be valid.
Bolat (1988), developed a method that gives the sequence which minimizes total
setup and utility work cost. A branch and bound algorithm becomes inefficient for more
than-20 johsanct -illerefore heuristics were use~.
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,Kao (1981) modifies the Dar-El and Cother method and suggests that the splitting
of unavoidable idleness between units has potential for lowering the station lower bound
and therefore a potential to decrease line length. A new fixed launching rate that would
deal with the possibility of multiple shifts is proposed. The launching rate for mixed-
. model lines (proposed by Dar-El and Cother 1975, Thomopoulos 1967) would result in
"incomplete jobs when the sequence determined was repeated for tne next shift. The
proposed method was shown to perform better than the Dar-El and Cother method.
Some methods deal with the sequenbing of mixed-model lines in just-in-time
•
.multi-level production systems. The assembly line is the highest level of the production
system, and the demand at the assembly line will trigger the demand on the lower levels.
In order to control production in the lower levels (i.e. to have smooth production of
components parts and sub-assemblies) an appropriate sequence' at the assembly line is
required.
These methods (Bancroft 1987, Monden 1983, Miltenburg 1989, Miltenburg and
Sinnamon 1989) determine the sequence that results ill constant consumption of the
component parts used in the assembly line. The idea behind this is that keeping a
constant usage of component parts at the assembly line will result in smooth production
of these parts at the lower levels; there is a potential to reduce work-in-process
inventories, which is one of the goals of a TIT production system.
;~ .. ; .
Sumichrast et al. (1992) statistically compared five sequencing procedures for
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,mbeed-model assembly line~ in a just-in-time multi-level production system. The
evaluation of these procedures was based on four measures of inefficiency: (1) assembly
work deficiency (which they defmed as work not completed, a different defmition than
the one given in this research), (2)worker idleness, (3) worker home time, and (4) mean
square deviation from linear usage of components. Workers were allowed to pass the
upstream and downstream station limits to a certain extent, and concurrent work was
allowed. An overloaded worker could be helped by a worker that was under-utilized, if
the latter was not too distant.
The main objective of three of the sequencing methods compared is to determine
a sequence that results in uniform consumption of component parts. These Methods are
Toyota's Goal Chasing methods I and IT and the Miltenburg (1989) algorithm 3 using
heuristic 2. The other two sequencing methods were the traditional batch .sequencing
procedure and the Time Spread method developed by the authors. The Time Spread
method smooths the workload in each ,§tation on the assembly line. The assembly line is
assumed to be balanced so that each station will be able to process the average amount
of work without the need of extra workers beyond the one assigned to the station. If
several units with excessive work content are consecutively launched, the operator will
not be able to fmish the work within his station limits and the unit will leave the station
incomplete; or if this is to be avoided, a utility worker will be needed to help the worker
with such a unit.
The study showed that in general the batch sequencing method performed poorly,
while the other methods gave good performance. Among these, the Time Spread and the
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model developed by Miltenburg, appear to be the most efficient (i.e. for the efficiency
parameters considered, they produced the best results). Overall, the Time Spread method
showed best results with respect to idle time and work not completed. T-tests with a
significance level of 0.05 showed that the Time Spread was statistically better in respect
to operator home time. The authors concluded that the_Time Spread method is slightly
preferable when the structure of the pr~duct is not considered and when assembly
efficiency (such as idle time and work not completed) is the main objective. The
Miltenburg method is preferable when upiform parts consumption is to be achieved.
Therefore, for a multi-level production system the Miltenburg algorithm seems
preferable, particularly when the structure of the product is complex, whereas in a
assembly line where the levels,~and product structure are not directly of concern, the
Time Spread seems more appropriate.
~ ~
" .
It IS not unusual to fmd in the industry assembly lines where the sequencing of
..
units into the line is done without applying any mathematical algorithm. Empirical
considerations may influence the selection of mqdels to be launched. The procedure often
used is to space the models at fIxed intetvals. As an example, if the total daily production
is of one bundred units, and there are 10 units of model A, 20 units of B, etc., then
every tenth unit will be a model B" every fIfth unit will be a B, and so on.
t
7.2:f. Comments."--
Goals such as leveling the station workloads, reducing setups, maintaining a
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constant usage of components, minimizing penalty costs, and minimizing inefficiencies
have been considered in this literature review; however, other objectives for the
sequencing (such as maximizing the product variety, etc.) may need to be considered.
To minimize the setup cost in a mixed-model line does not make too much sense. A
r
mixed-model line is typically a production system where line changeovers are not
important, or at least -not a major point of concern. Therefore, minimizing changeover
costs is not likely to be an option in such production lines. If changeovers are in fact
important, then the line will no longer be a mixed-model line; it will become a batch-
model line. In these lines changeovers are aspects that need to be considered and
sequencing methods can be obtained that aim to minimize changeover costs.
7.3. The Minimum Part Set (MPS).
When it is possible to partition the total production requirements into identical
smaller requirements over several schedules, the result will be that each schedule is much
more manageable"because the problems are reduced to a practical size which facilitates
the calculations, and the efficiency of the assembly line will increase (Prenting and
Thomopoulos 1974, Bard et al. 1992). Thomopoulos (Prenting and Thomopoulos 1974)
showed that if partitions of the total part set are used, the inefficiency costs will
decrease. The different partition sizes studied ranged from 100 to 1. It was observed that
the inefficiency costs decreased until a partition size of 10. Smaller partition sizes
resulted in an increase in the inefficiency'costs.McCorn1ickeCar"~U9-89--'-:ieferrediti _·c
Bard et al. 1992), showed that the use of partitioned schedules rather than the total
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production requirement enables line o~eration to be achieved more quickly. Bard et al.
(1992), state that: "previous research (Prenting and Thomopoulos 1970, Dar-El and
Cotter 1975) have suggested that when heuristic metho,ds are used the results obtained
with the use of partitioned schedules are far better thaI.! the ones achieved'with use of the
full part set".
In the automobile industry, for example, it is not unusual to have a number of
different models that can be as high as 3000 or 4000, and required daily production of
1000 units (Monden 1983). In such cases it would be desirable to partition the daily
production in a more manageable number of units. If a cyclic pattern could be found,
then instead of having to schedule a significant number of units the calculations would
be confined to a more manageable number. Once the best solutionJor the MPS'hasbeen
found, it will be cyclic1y applied to the following set of units until the total production .
requirement is achieved.
7.4. Summary.
Previous research suggests that for the type of systems considered in this thesis
(manual mi)ced-model assembly flow lines, continuous conveyor, products fIxed to the
conveyor and no buffer storage), there are advantages in using: (1) an early start,
because it will bet,ter handle the variability in task time (early start allows for a certain
.amount of "slack time"), (2) concurrent work and multi-function workers because it
allows a decrease in idle time and throughput time, (3) open stations because they may
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) reduce the facility size and throughput time, and (4) the ftxed launching rate because it
allows a better integration of other lines into the assembly line. In some occasions it may
be beneftcial to introduce buffer stocks - in a continuous flow-line this may be done by
increasing the distance between two consecutive stations. If possjble, a line where
Products Movable are allowed should be used, because the layout will not be dependent
on the sequence.
When applicable, the Minimum Part Set should be used. Savings in calculations
effort are likely to be achieved and previous research indicates that heuristic sequencing
methods yield best results with partitions than with the total set part.
It seems to be a consensus that because mixed-model problems are likely to result
in a large number of variables and constraints, the solution derived from an optimization
algorithm is only possible at the expense of a large number of computations and
considerable memory requirements. Heuristics methods (for the line balancing and
sequencing problems) are fast and can solve large problems and seem to be the best
option over all. However with the development in high speed computers, algorithms that
were formerly put aside because they were slow and required heavy computer effort are
more feasible. On the other hand, several factors, such as variability in task times,
inappropriate sequence of models, size and complexity of real problems may lessen the
quality of the solution obtained through sophisticated optimization methods. In the case
of heuristics, it m~y not be possible to ten how far from the bptimalityis the resultant
solution.
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It is therefore questionable if the price paid for a sophisticated procedure that
theoretically yields an optimal solution (and in practice may prove to be other than the
optimal solution) is really a good option. The use of heuristic methods has proven to
perfonn very well (Macaskill 1972 and 1973, Prenting and Thomopoulos 1970) and is
less costly and less complicated than using sophisticated methods.
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'"8. Comparative Analysis of Sequencing Methods and Line Balance Solutions
This chapter is dedicated to a comparison between the method proposed in section
6.1 and several other methods for the sequencing problem. A comparison between
several solutions for line balancing and the use of different launching rates is @9
discussed.
-~_.•----_._- -~,--,-- '------'- -- -~_. ----'---- ---_._- -- .- ...-. -"
8.1. Comparative Analysis for Different Line Balancing Solutions.
To compare different solutions for the line balancing problem the example
J
presented in section 5.3.1.1 is used. The three balance solutions are given by: (1) the
Largest Set Rule method, (2) the R.P.W. method, and (3) a bowl allocation of workloads
to stations.
The bowl allocation was used to investigate if the conclusions drawn by Hillier
and Bolling (1979) and So (1989) for unpaced liiles could be extended to the case of
p'aced lines (which is the type of line considered in this thesis). Recall (section 7.1.2) that
the mentioned authors verified that when: operation times are variable, an appropriate
unbalance of the linel and the use of fIhite buffer stocks could result in an improvement
of the mean rate of pr?duction over a perfectly balanced line. A manual assembly line
IWhere appropriate unbalance means to use a bowl allocation of workloads to the stations.
This means that the stations on the extremes of the line will receive a heavier workload than the
stations in the middle; the optimal bowl allocation would be, according to So (1989), "symmetric
and'relatively flat in the middle steep towards the end of the line II •
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is, as already mentioned, characterized by variability in the task times. Therefore, in
order to investigate if the output of an unbalanced manual mixed-model assembly line
could be improved over the output of a balanced line, a bowl allocation of workloads to
stations was used (see Figure 8.1). Note that for the example given it was not possible
to achieve a perfect balance.
Figure 8.1: Assignment of Elements to Stations for the Bowl Allocation.
12
Q] = station i
36 7
8.1.1. Model Parameters.
Different launching rates were used in order to evaluate how the line would be
affected by them. These launching rates included: (1) variable launching rate, (2) FLR
. (TT oj iproposed by Kao (1980), where y = max QSI, i = 1,...,n, (3) FLR calculated by the
TT TT
method presented in section 6:3, i.e.y = 0 d1 , (4) FLR calculated by 1. = Q::' (5)
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mL QjTCj
FLR calculated by the Kilbridge and Wester (1963) method, Le. 'YK&W = ..:..j=_l _
• Q
where TCj i~ the cycle time for each model (the maximum station service time for each
TT -T
model), and (6) FLR given by y = 81 lQ2.
_ Q-l
The evaluation parameters were overall idle time, throughput time (defmed as the
time at which the operator at the last workstation fInishes work on the last unit), line
length, and number of incomplete items at the last station.
In order to maximize the effIciency of the line, open stations were assumed;
however, concurrent work was not permitted (it was assumed that worker i+1 could only
start work in unit l if the operator i had fInished work on this unit). If concurrent work
had been allowed, the result would most probably have been a decrease in throughput
time. Because the upstream walking speed is usually much greater than the conveyor
speed, it was assumed that the repositioning time can be neglected and therefore the
operator's upstream walking distance is Lw = Vel'. Ve was taken as equal to 1 and
therefore Lw = 1'. The fIrst station was assumed closed to the left.
The line balance solutions are given in Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.
The application of the proposed sequencing method to three different solutions
resulted· in the same sequence {I 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 I}. The results of the study are
2If a single shift is to be scheduled, Le. after the launch of the Qth unit, there wiJI be nothing
else to be launched, then Eq. 6.12 would result in this launching rate (T1Q is the time required .
at station 1 to assemble the unit launched at position l = Q).
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presented in appendiX A.I.
Overall, it wa~ observed that the 5th launching rate produced the worst results of
all, except for the line length that was the smallest. These results may be easily
understood if we remember that the Kilbridge and Wester method is for the particular
case mentioned in section 6.3, and for situations that deviate from that case it may not
performed very well (as it was observe~ here).
It was observed that the idle time increased with an increase in the launching rate.
An increase 'in the launching interval also resulted in smaller line lengths. This was
already expected, because it is intuitive that a greater launching interval will increase idle
time - the operators will be able more often to fInish their work before the arrival of the
next unit and will need to wait for the next unit to arrive. A smaller line length results- -
because the operators in these conditions will more often start to work on the arriving
units in a position that is closest to the station upstream limit; this way the displacement
in the flow direction will be smaller. However the effect of greater launching intervals
is to increase throughput time. The greatest launching intervals were given by the
Kilbridge and Wester launching rate, which achieved the poorest results of all.,
Table 8.1: Line Balancing Solution for the Largest Set Rule
Station
i
1
2
3
4
S.I = 14.3; d
Station time (Tsi )
555A __
48 .
60
= 9.6%
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1
5
2
4
5
2
,4
8
4
5
Table 8.2: Line Balancing Solution for the R.P.W.
Statlon . Station time (Tsi ) Ti 1 Stj 2 . '~
1 56 3 7
2 58 4 63 60 5 54 43 4 3
S. I. 17.6; d 9.6%
)Table 8.3: Line Balancing Solution for the Bowl Allocation
Station Station time (Tsi ) T
l 1 Slj 2
1 56 3 7
2 53 4 5
3 48 4 4
4 60 5 5
S. I. 14.6; d 9.6%
TT
Among the fixed launching rates the best results were obtained with y =~Qxn
T~l
and y = Q' Those two achieved the lowest throughput times, less idle time and
TTS1 •y=--m
Q
TT
=~ resulted in smaller lineQrelation to idle time and throughput time, however y
smaller overall line lengths. y = TTwc performed slightly better than
Qxn
lengths (exactly the opposite of what happened in another problem tested).
However, differences in throughput and idle time resulting from the use of
TT TT
y = _s_l instead of y =~ were insignificant, whereas the differences in line
Q Qxn
length were not so insignificant. Therefore, and because the results are almost the same
TT
the use of y = _s_l for the launching rate is suggested.
Q
For the line configuration considered, the Variable Launching Rate performed)
better in all the evaluation parameters, Le. achieved smaller throughput time, less idle
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time, smaner line length and smaller number of incomplete units at the last station.. It
seems that in a line with open stations, if possible, the VLR should be the preferred
launching system.
Among the three line balance solutions, the bowl allocation showed the best
performance, although the difference was not very significant.
A scheme with closed stations (appendix A.2) was evaluated and again the bowl
allocation performed the best among the three balance solutions. In this case the
, TT
launching interval calculated by y = _8_1 yielded the best results for throughput time,
~ Q . IT
the best results for idle time being obtained by the use of y =~. Dar-El (1978)Qxn
state'd that for a line composed of closed stations, if the models were well balanced over
the stations, a variable launching interval would be more appropriate; if not, it was not
evident which of the launching systems would be best. For the three balancing solutions,
where the balance delay could be considered acceptable (d=9.6%), the VLR did not
achieve the best results; it was preferable to use a fIxed launching interval. It was also
verified that the effect of closed stations is to increase the line length, this confmning
what Dar-El (1978) had found.
"
The example used here seems to prove that an appropriate unbalance will in fact
increase the mean throughput rate (because it will decrease the throughput time) and,
therefore'the conclusions drawn by' Hillier and Boling (1979) and So (1989) may be
extended to a manual assembly line working under paced conditions. Although the
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difference relative to the other two methods was not considerable, the bowl allocation
,
showed an increase in the throughput time. If the results of this study can be generalized,
it is possible to conclude that the appropriate unbalance of an assembly line will result
in better performance (smaller throughput time, smaller number of incomplete units and
smaller line length) over the balanced line. Note that the unJJalanced solution did not
always result in less idle time (it did for the RPW solution but not for the Largest Set
Rule Solution). This is easily comprehensible; the line balance has the purpose of
minimizing idle time, and therefore it is natural to expect that a nonbalanced line should
result in an amount of idle time greater than the balanced solution.
Using the workload allocation given by the Largest Set Rule method, and
considering the optimal Fixed Launching Rate system, the proposed sequencing method
was compared with the Kilbridge and Wester (1963) and Time Spread sequencing
methods. The proposed method showed better results than the other two, the worst
results being given by the K&W method. This was probably due to the fact that the
K&W method uses a different launching interval, and the solution provided by this
method is based on that interval. In order to compare the three methods against the same
reference, a ne~ comparison was done. This time the launching interval used was
calculated by the Kilbridge and Wester method. Again the proposed method performed
better but now the K&W performed better than .the TS - this can probably by explained
by the fact that the TS. results in a batch sequencing for this example.
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8.2. Comparative Analysis of Sequencing Methods and Interpretation of the
Results.
~ .
To evaluate the proposed sequencing method, an example presented by Bard et
aI. (1992), for which the optimal solution is known, was used. An early start schedule
was assumed. The proposed method, the optimal solution, the TS method and the K&W
method were compared. Again it should be mentioned that the K&W method is based on
the K&W launching interval and therefore, the basis for comparison may not be the
same. Trying to compensate for this aspect, the K&W method was also used with the
same launching interval as the other three methods. Line configurations with open and
closed stations were studied.
The optimal sequence that minimizes throughput time resulted in the same as the
optimal sequence that minimizes line length for the case of open stations. For closed
stations the optimal sequence that minimized throughput time was different than the
optimal sequence that minimized line length. The objective of the proposed method and
of the TS method is not directly to minimize throughput time and/or line length and is
not affected by the station type. The Kilbridge and Wester method is also not directly
dependent on station lengths however, it assumes that stations are open to the right
(because work congestion is allowed). The proposed method and the Time Spread will
provide a solution that is independent of the station type. Again concurrent work was not
allowed. The data used for this comparison is given in Table 8.4.
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Table 8.4: Data for the Test Problem (Qr = 5, Q2 = 3, Q3 = 2)
Station Station time (Tsi ) TS/j
i 1 2 3
1 58 4 8 7
2 65 6 9 -4
3 70 8 6 6
4 51 4 7 5
Total work content 244
In order to compare the results obtained against the same conditions, the
launching interval was the same as that used t~ obtain the optimal solution given by Bard
al · = TTwc = 6.1 "" 6.et ., I.e. y Qxn
8.2.1 Open Stations
The results obtained for a line composed of open stations are shown in Tables 8.5
through 8.7.
Ta b Ie 8.5: Sequence Solu tion for the Different Methods
Optimal Solution Proposed Method Time Spread K&W
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
3
2
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
......;........;..--"----:.;...-;,;.;:~.:.;;.;..;.:.:.;,;.;,;;.,=..;;,;~'';;;;;,,._~_.''"'"'....~;;...,_._,.,.::;..;,. :..;;._'.__.. ....;,. .....:.:.........:.....:---:.;......:.....:'.....:~w_;..~_--_~_··..._--_..,-_·._·.. -"'-_.__.....__.-.... _,.'c-__......... ,_""'c,_:.,'" ,·· •.-,·.·'-.~'LC· ..,.',-,_~",,·~.>._._ .....~_
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Table 8.6: Results Obtained with the Different Methods
Idle Time Throughput Time Line Length
,.
Optimal Solution 33 87 34
Proposed Method 32 89 36
Time Spread 37 90 36
-
K&W 'Y = 6 27 93 40
'Y = 8.8(1) 64 99 30
(1) calculated by
Q
As can be seen, the proposed method is the closest to the optimal value for
throughput time and achieves a line length close to the optimal value.
Using the optimal sequence (for 'Y = 6) and the proposed method, a new
T~llaunching interval was calculated (given by y = --). The results were:
Q
Table 8.7: Results O~tained for y Q
Idle Time Throughput Time Line Length
Optimal Solution 30.6 86.4 35
Proposed Method 30.2 88.8 37.4
The throughput and idle time decreased wit4 the use .Qf this launching interval.
-.. , ~~",-",f_':.l=-t:;;l;,,<o;::r.';:O;::';;l~:'''~'' -.. ---------.. •• " ~ -~ . .. - .~ -'<"r:;:;<:I~.• c;.'i"~<J:~~~,c~r.. :.,~H""'.. '"_~,
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8.2.2. Closed Stations.
The optimal solution for closed stations depended on the objective, as seen in
Table 8.8:
Table 8.8: Optimal Solution for the Different Objectives.
Minimize Throughput Time
2
3
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
Minimize Line Length
2
1
1
3
1
2
'" 1
3
1
2
Table 8.9: Results Obtained with the Different Methods
,
Idle Time Throughput Time Line Length
Optimal Sol. (2) 24 (24) 95 (96) 43 (42)
Proposed Method 24 95 43
Time Spread 27 106 52
K&W
'Y = 6 108 102 32
'Y = 8.8 24 101 48
(2) the values X are for the sequence that minimizes
throughput time; the values (X) are for the solution that
minimizes line length.
8.3. SummIrry.·
f
The conclusions that can be drawn from these comparisons are that the proposed
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method perfonned better than the TS and the K&W methods. Independently of the
objective considered, the proposed method yielded results within 2 % of the optimum
throughput time and within 5 %for the optimum line length. Those values seem perfectly
acceptable for a method that does not seek the optimum. Remember that Dar-EI (1978)
and Bard et al. (1992) refer that it is practically the same to minimize line length or
throughput time (this is, particularly true when the number of stations is large). The
proposed method, although not aiming directly to minimize these two parameters,. is
likely to provide solutions that are acceptably close to the optimum. The optimal solution
may be impossible to reach by branch and bound algorithms or other type of methods
seeking the optimum for large problems (which is the common situation in industry). The
proposed method will also not give the optimum solution, but it is much simpler to apply
and computation effort is smaller when compared with methods seeking the true optimal
solution. The results demonstrate that the quality of the solution obtained by the proposed
. method is acceptable.
TT
It was also seen that the launching interval should be the one given by y = _8_1Q
As expected, open stations provided better results than closed stations (i.e. smaller
throughput time, less idle time, smaller line length, and also fewer incomplete items).
If concurrent work had been allowed, the result would be an increase in line
perfonnance. The example tested showed that for closed stations, the best performance
is achieved with a fIxed launching interval. In a line with open stations the best
perfonnance is achieved with a variable launching interval. Finally, the bowl allocation
,-- .
..
showed an improvement in the throughput time over the balanced line.
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9. ~dnclusions and Suggestions for Further Research
9.1. Conclusions.
The following conclusions are drawn from this study of mixed-model assembly
lines:
1.) Heuristics are still the best option for solving the line balancing and
sequencing problems of mixed-model assembly lines. The size and complexity of the
problems found in industry precludes the efficient use of algorithms that seek the optimal
solution. These algorithms are usually sophisticated and the restrictions imposed on the
problems may restrict their use.
2.) Heuristics available to solve the line balance of single-model lines' can be
extended to deal with the mixed-model assembly line..The use of task-group balancing
will result in efficient solutions. Unevenness in assignments (models having different
service times across the workstations) that may result from the task-group balancing
(allocate work elements using total time per scheduled period) will have a harmless
effect, provided that the sequence is carefully determined. Inappropriate sequences will
significantly degrade the performance of the line.
3.) Heuristic methods also seem better than optimum-seeking algorithms to solve
the sequencing problem. In general the solution obtained by such methods will be
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acceptable. Sequencing methods, in general, have a particular objective that depends on
the line configuration, constraints imposed on the problem, etc. When possible, the most
flexible line configuration should be chosen, i.e. open stations, concurrent work allowed,
cross-training of operators, etc. As a general rule, the more flexible the assemb~e,
the better will be the assembly efficiency (less idle time, shorter throughput time, shorter
line length, etc.).
4.) Open stations provide the best results for moving conveyor lines. If possible
a variable launching interval should be used. For closed stations a fixed launching
interval is preferred. In open stations greater launching intervals seem to decrease the
line length but will increase idle time and throughput time.
5.) The evaluation study showed that the proposed method for solving the
sequencing problem seems to be efficient and that the solution will be acceptably close
to the optimal solution. The proposed method selects models to be launched at the
position 1in the sequence (1 = 1, 2, ... , Q) according to the following procedure: for each
model remaining to be launched the difference is calculated between the average time to
~
perform 1units (t·~i) and the actual time to perforni 1units (~,l) at station i (i = 1, 2, ... ,
n). This difference is calculated for all workstations in the line, and the differences are
added. The model selected to be launched at position 1 is the one that results in the least
sum of the mentioned differences. In the examples tested the throughput time was within
2 % of the optimum throughput time and line length was within 5% of the optimum line
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length. These values seem perfectly acceptable. This method can be easily implemented
in a computer and should solve complex problems without major difficulties.
6.) The examples tested indicated that a bowl allocation of workloads to stations
(thus creating an unbalanced line) will result in a slight improvement in the throughput
rate over balanced mixed-model assembly lines. Therefore, an appropriate unbalance of
the paced line will improve throughput over the balanced line. The same result was
verified for an unbalanced and unpaced line.
7.) The use of the Minimum Part Set (MPS), which means a partition of the total
production requirement into several smaller schedules seems to facilitate calculations,
decrease inefficiencies and achieve faster line operation. When heuristic methods are
used, the results obtained with the use of partitions of the total part set are better than
the ones achieved with use of the total part set.
9.2. Suggestions for Further Research.
This study focused on paced manual assembly lines and in the comparison
evaluation many simplifications were assumed. One of the simplifications was the use of
deterministic task times. However, deterministic times are almost impossible to achieve
in systems where human work is involved. Stochastic task times should be used in order
to verify the validity of the conclusions obtained for deterministic times.
The proposed method for sequencing units onto the line needs to be extensively
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·tested. A simulation study, involving a considerable number of test problems, should be
done in order to effectively validate the method (or perhaps discredit it). Because this
method only depends on average station times, for cases where the stations lengths are
fIxed, and station passage times are very different from the average station times, the
performance of the method may suffer. This aspect should be investigated.
The comparison study revealed that for a line composed of closed stations, the
best launching system is to use a fIxed launching interval. Dar-EI (1978) stated that when
models are approximately well balanced ov-er the workstations, the best launching system
is the VLR. The case studied in this thesis showed that for an acceptable balance delay
the best solution was to use the FLR. Thus we have a contradiction, and a more thorough
)
study of this aspect should be done. Particularly several line balances with different
(
values for balance delay should be investigated.
The study showed that a bowI allocation of workloads resulted in a decrease in
throughput time (for the problem tested). However, this decrease was not considerable,
and therefore, it is questionable whether the effort to fmd the optimal bowl allocation
should be taken, or if it is just b~tter to balance the line. A simulation of unbalanced
lines, using a signifIcant number of test problems, should be carried out to confIrm that
this allocation will result in an improvement in throughput, and whether this
improvement justifIes the bowl allocation. The effect of stochastic task times on the
unbalance of the line should also be analyzed.
When the Minimum Part Set is being used, an effective method of dealing with _.
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the incomplete items should be devised. When the fIrst set of products is fInished, a
residue 'of units may have been left. These will need to be completed in the next run or
shift. What steps should be taken to minimize the possibility of residuals? A possible
objective for a sequencing method could be to minimize the residuals.
Anoth~r aspect that may be interesting to explore is for what degree of
dissimilarity (between the models assigned to the same assembly line) the line becomes
inefficient; in short, how the line effIciency depends on the similarity index.
This research did not consider the assembly line as being part of a multi-level
production system. Unbalancing the assembly line will certainly affect the other
production levels. For a multi-level, just-in-time production system, unbalancing the
assembly line may prove to be harmful for the precedent levels. This aspect may be of
some interest.
Due to advances in computer technology, methods that seek the optimal solution
(in line balancing as well as in sequencing) are more likely to be used' today than they
were at the time that the majority of the studies in mixed-model assembly lines were
performed. A cost/effort comparison between heuristic methods and optimization methods
may be of interest.
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Appendix A.I
Results for the application of different launching intervals to example presented
in chapter 5. The sequencing method used was the one proposed in chapter 6, and the
obtained sequence was {I 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 I}. Line composed of open stations. The
last column (Incomp) refers to the number of units that will be incomplete in the last
station (because the shift fInished). The number X is the time at which the operator at
the last station would fInish the fIrst incomplete unit.
Largest Set Rule Solution
Idle Time Throughput Line Incomp
(min) (mm) (m)
VLR 19.0 76.0 21.0· 4 (61)
maxTT
si
=5 30.0 76.0 21.0 4 (61)y Q
TTsl
=4.58 20.5 76.0 25.6 4 (61)y - --
J Q.
- TTwc =452 19.4 76.0 26.3 4 (61)y - -- .
Qxn.
'YK&w=6.25 81.3 88.5 21.0 5 (62.3)
TTs1 - TIl
=4.55 19.8 76.0 26.0 4 (61)y Q-l
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RPW Solution
Idle Time Throu~hput Line Intomp
(min) (mm) (m)
VLR 27.0 75.0 21.0 3 (65)
maxTTsi
=5 38.0 77.0 22.0 4 (61)y =
Q
TTsl
=4.67 33.7 76.7 25.3 4 (60.7)y =-
Q
- TTwc =452 33.1 76.5 26.8 4 (60.5)y - -- .
Qxn
'YK&w=6.25 88.0 89.5 21.0 5 (63.25)
y T~l-Tll =4.82 35.0 76.8 23.8 4 (60.8)Q'-1
Bowl Allocation
Idle Time Throu~hput Line Incomp
(min) (mm) (m)
VLR 20.0 74.0 21.0 3 (64)
y =
maxTTsi
=5 34.0 76.0 21.0 4 (61)
Q
T~l
=4.67 26.7 75.7 24.3 4 (60.7)y =-Q
- TTwc =452 26.1 75.5 25.8 4 (60.5)y - -- .
Qxn
'YK&w=6.25 .. 84.0 88.5 21.0 5 (62.25)
y =
TTs1-Tll
=4.82 29.5 75.8 21.0 4 (60.8)
Q-l
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Appendix A.2
Results for the application of different launching intervals to example presented
in chapter 5. The sequencing method used was the one proposed in chapter 6, and the
obtained sequence was {I 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 I}. Line composed of closed stations. The
last column (Incomp) refers to the number of units that will be incomplete in the last
station (because the shift ftnished). The number X is the time at which the operator at
the last station would ftnish the ftrst incomplete unit.
Largest Set Rule Solution
Q
VLR
y _ T~l =4.58
Q
y = TTwc =4.52
Qxn
'YK&w=6.25
RPW Solution
VLR
_ T~l =4.67y
y = TTwc =4.52
. Qxn
'YK&w=6.25
Idle Time
(min)
9.0
9.6
8.4
75.8
Idle Time
. (min)
14.0
14.7
12.8
74.8
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Throu~hput
(mm)
79.0
79.1
79.4
90.8
Throu~hput
(mm)
81.0
80.3
82.7
90.8
Line Incomp
(m)
29.0 4 (64)
28.7 4 (64.1)
29.7 4 (64.4)
22.0 5 (65.7)
Line Incomp
(m)
29.0 5 (62)
29.0 5 (61.7)
32.9 6 (60)
22.0 5 (65.8)
--Bowl Allocation
Idle Time Throu~hput Line Incomp
(min) (mill) (m)
VLR 13.0 80.0 29.0 4 (65)
TTs1
=4.67 11.7 77.3 26.0 4 (62.3)y =-
Q
y = TTwc =4.52 8.5 78.3 28.6 4 (63.3)
Qxn
'YK&w=6.25 74.8 89.8 21.0 5 (64.8)
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